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MEMORANDUM BY JUSTIC HERBERT B. GREGORY 
August 1., 1 39. 
COMMONWEALTH 
The sole question is whet r the trial court should 
have granted the accused a continuan 'e under the eJt;1.at.:tx.ui -.~ir--
cum.stances. 
The accused was indicted., ried and convicted of rape by 
force and violence. His punishment s been fixed by the jury 
at death. The trial court has sente ced him. 
... 
The accused had no funds employ counsel., therefore., 
the court assigned one, A. L. Pitts o represent him. Attorney 
Pitts was inf'ormed that the accused ould plead guilty and for 
this reason no immediate steps were aken in preparation for trial. 
The accused bad been taken to Ricbmo for safe ke-eping al:ld 'When 
the attorney:;,wem.t there to interview he told counsel that he 
was not guilty and that he had never een in Farmville at any time. 
to wit., December 7., 1938, he was wor ng in Russell., Ky; he named 
the parties for whom he was working d the attorney wrote those 
parties and some of them replied by tters that the accused was in 
Russell about the time the offense wa committed. Whereupon., a 
motion for continuance was made and granted it for a week 
-];-
When the case came on for rial a second motion for 
continuance was made because the ucky witnesses had not been 
seen nor had provision for their exp nses to Virginia, which had "; 
been promised by the Association for the Advancement of the 
::~~-:::c::_::e::::~-t::::~:~h:r~t:::s::rt~:o~::used 
I • 
Kentucky to interview the witnesses 4n,d take their depositions. 
I 
The court re.fused the request and pu the accused to trial. 
At the trial the victim po itively identifed the.accused 
from a picture taken several years b fore and in the Richmond jail 
she made the identification while th accused was standing with 
several -other colored men. 
The accused was identified 
I 
y seven other witnesses as 
having been seen in Farmville etten jµst about the time the cr!]ne 
! 
was committed. Some of them saw him n Farmville on the very day 
of the criige. 
The accused denied the crim and denied that he was ever 
in Farmville prior to the trial. 
The sole question is whethe the court committed reversibl 
error in not granting the second conti uance. 
If the trial court had grante a further continuance it 
had no assurance that the Kentucky wit eases would have been present 
I 
nor if present, that they would have tjstified that the accused was 
-2-
not in Farmville on December 7th whe the crime was committed. 
The same is true in event we reverse the case and grant a new 
tiral. We have no assurance that thr witnesses will be present 
or that if present they would say the accused was not in Farmville 
on December 7th. There are vita here from those 
-3-
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IN rrHE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 216 
I 
JOHN HENRY McCAIN 
versus 
COMMONWEALTH OF VI GINIA. 
PETITI~N FOR .WRIT OF ElOR .A.ND .. 
SUPERSEDEA.8. 
I 
To the Honorable Justices of the Supre~e Court of Appeals 
of Virginia: I 
John Henry McCann, petitioner, hereaffer sometimes called 
defendant, respectfully represents that h~ is aggrieved by a 
. final judgment of the Corporation Court lof the City of Nor-
folk, Number Two, rendered on the 19th day of April, 1939, 
sentencing him to death on the charge of ttempted rape pur-
suant to the verdict of a jury. A transcri t of the record and 
two exhibits are herewith filed, to which . reference is made. 
The def end ant moved to quash the indi. tment, moved to be 
tried by the Court, objected to certain e dence, moved for a 
mistrial, moved in arrest of judgment a d to set aside the 
verdict, was overruled each time, and dul excepted. · 
THE FACTS depend upon somewhat onflicting evidence, 
and stated pursuant to the rule after ve~dict of guilty are : 
Defendant, a colored man sixty-two ytars old, attempted 
to rape Jean Wal~er, a white girl of sevenr but was frightened 
I. 
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away by a white man, and the little girl was not entered nor 
materially injured. 
The essential facts depended almost entirely upon the 
child's *testimony and what she told her 11iother as to 
2• ide:ntifying the defendant a.nd as to what he did; after 
which testimony was introduced the defendant was almost. 
forced to take the stand in his own defense, and admitted his 
identity, while denying any attempt to rape, and displaying 
a low mentality, and that he had been in the penitentiary in 
Boston for maltreating a small white girl. 
As in this Court the testimony of the child and her mother 
will have to be considered as perfectly true, the verdict being 
guilty, we -need not state the facts in useless detail, but con-
centrate the court's attention on the errors of law assigned. . 
THE ERRORS ASSIGNED ARE that the trial court 
erred: 
1. In overruling the motion to quash the indictment (R., pp. 
2, 99). . 
2. In overruling the objection of defendant to the testi-
mony of the mother of the child as to the report told the 
mother by the child identifying defendant an.cl saying what 
he had done to h,~r (R., pp. 45, 46, 90, 91). 
3. In refusing to direct a mistrial because of improper 
argument of the regular Assistant Commonwealth's Attor-
ney (R., pp. 84, 85, 92, 93). 
4. In refusing to arrest the judgment because the indict-
ment was faulty {R., pp. 4, 5). 
5. In refusing to grant a new trial because white ladies and 
children had been allowed before the jury to the prejudice 
of defendant having a fair trial (R., pp. 95-99). 
6. In refusing to grant a new trial because the court had 
misled the jury as to their right to recommend that on a 
verdict for life imprisonment no pardon be granted (R., pp. 
87, 88). · 
7. In refusing to grant a. new trial because the penalty, 
death, was excessive for this sort of attempted rape. 
*THE ARGUMENT will treat said assignments sepa-
3* · rately, to-wit: 
1 and 4. The errors in (1) overruling the motion to quash 
the indictment, and ( 4) refusing to arrest the judgment, be-
ca use the indictment was invalid, raise the same points, and 
will be treated together. The original indictment is sent up 
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as an exhibit and may be inspected by (R., p. 99 
and exhibit). 
To try a human being on such· a pap r, we submit, shocks 
the conscience . 
. The indictment is scratched up· and altered, and although 
defendant duly objected before the jury ~as sworn, the Com-
monwealth made no explanation, and p t on no evidence to 
show whether the alteration had been ade before or after 
it was returned by the grand jury as true bill. 
When a paper has been altered, can elled or eras~d, the 
burden is upon him producing the paper o explain the change. 
In Basha;w v. Wallace, 101 Va. 733, th s Court said: 
'' The law upon the subject of altera)tions in instruments 
is thus stated by Greenleaf, at section $64: 'If, on the pro-
duction of an instrument, it appears t; have been altered, 
it is incumbent on the party offering it i evidence to explain 
this appearance. Every alteration on e face of a written 
instrument detracts from its credit, andf enders it suspicious; 
and this suspicion, the party claiming nder it is ordinarily 
bound to remove.' '' · 
And in Con.sumers Brewing Co. v. ,Jinnin,qs, 100 Va. 719, 
722, the Court said: 
"The court required the interlineat~bns to be explained 
by the plaintiff, who testified that theb-7 were made before 
the paper was signed and delivered. Th1~s is usually regarded 
as sufficient foundation for the introdn tion of an interlined 
paper; the final issue, where the time of interlineation is con-
troverted, being for the jury.'' 
*2. The Court erred in overrulinJ the objection of de-
4* fendant to the testimony of Mrs. alker, mother of the 
child, as to what Jean told the m ther after the fact, 
identifyvng the def enda1it as the guilt person and telling 
what he ha.d done to the child. 
This assignment is of great import nee, and should be 
treated of under two parts, the evidence llowed in being very 
detrimental to defendant, and also pe aps forcing him to 
take the stand and make admissions on the stand which 
would have been absent had he not tak n the stand. , 
The evidence in question appears in bills of exceptions 1 
and 2, and is as follows with its surro nding circumstances 
(R., pp. 35-37, 45, 46, 90-92, italics add d) : 
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''MRS. DOROTHY WALKER, 
a- witness for the Commonwealth, having been duly sworn, on 
oath testified as follows : 
''By Mr. Arnold: 
'' Q. You are Mrs. Dorothy 1V alker? 
"A. Yes, sir. 
'' Q. And you are the mother of Jean Walker 7 
'' A .. Yes, sir. 
'' Q. 1Vhere do you Ii ve, Mrs. Walker Y 
'' A. 955 Sheldon Avenue. 
"Q. In Norfolk f 
''A. Yes. 
'' Q. And your little daughter Jean is how old? 
'' A. She's seven. 
"Q. Mrs. Walker, has your little daughter made a com-
plaint to you in the recent past regarding something that 
happened to .her? 
"A. Yes, sir. 
'' Q. When was that, if you recall 1 . 
"A. Well it w·as on the 13th of February I believe. -
*'' Q~ Of this year? 
5'* "A. Yes, sir. 
"Mr. Martin: This averment is that it happened on the 
15th of February, which is afterwards. 
'' The Court : The Commonwealth is not confined to the 
specific date alleged in the warrant. They can prove any 
offense having taken place before that time, in 'the close 
proximity. 
"Mr. Martin: Then I presume the Commonwealth-the 
date is wrong in the indictment .. 
"Mr. Arnold: I' think the Court said the Commonwealth 
can prove any date prior to the date alleged, within the 
statute. 
"Mr. Martin: I would like to know whethe1· this evidence 
is offered to show a different date from that alleged. 
'' The Court : I don't know that the Commonwealth will 
have to elect at this time. After part at least, perhaps all, of 
the evidence is in he can then designate. . 
"Mr. Mar.tin : We save the point for the reasons argued. 
'' By Mr. Arnold: 
"Q. Mrs. Walker, did she tell you where and what had 
ocacurred on that occasion T 
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"Mr. Martin: We object to that as earsay. 
"The Court: You will have to lay the !foundation for that, " 
Mr. Arnold, to b~·. ing it within_ the res gestre. If it comes with-
in the res gestae it would be all right; o herwise not. 
"By Mr. Arnold: · .. 
"Q. What time of day 'did she make -er complaint to. you 
on the 13th? 
"A. About 6 :30 in the afternoon. 
"Mr. Martin: May it be understoo that T am saving_ 
the point without continuing to inte upt Y 
6* •"The Court: Yes. There's no e idence at this time 
of the hour of the alleged assault. · 
"Mr. Arnold: No, sir. 
'' The Court: I can't rule- on the question of this evidence 
being a part of the res gestae until I Jmow -what time the 
assault is alleged to have taken place. ~ 
"Mr. Arnold: Vie will withdraw t s witness for the 
present and go forward. (Addressing Mr. Martin): The 
witness is with you at this time. I shal recall her. 
''.By Mr. Martin: t 
'' Q. Without waiving the objection. hat. was the c.hild 's 
seventh birthday date? . 
"A. The 24th of May of last year. 
"Q. May, 1938; she was seven Y j 
"Note: The witness nodded." 
"MRS. DOROTHY WAL ER, 
a witness for the Commonwealth, being thereupon recalled, 
on oath testified as follows: 
'' By Mr. Arnold_: 
"Q. Mrs. Walker, you said, I believ , it was· 6 :30 .when 
your little daughter reported something to you Y 
'' A. Yes, sir. 
'' Q. I will ask you to tell the jury w at she reported. 
''1\fr: Martin: I submit that's hears y. 
"The Court : What was the question Repeat the· ques-
tion. 
"Mr. Arnold: I asked her to tell the ury what complaint 
her little child made to her. . 
"The Court (addressing the witness : You can testify 
that a complaint was made, but the par iculars of the com-
6 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
plaint cannot be proved. You can testify that your child, 
if in fact it ,,did, made a complaint, but the particulars 
. 7* of that complaint cannot be related. 
"Mr. Arnold: Your Honor rules she can't say she 
complained of what1 
'' The Court: She can't repeat the language. 
''Mr. Arnold: But that she complained-
'' The Court: In general terms she can say the complaint 
was made. The language which the court used is that the 
particulars of the eomplaint cannot be related. 
"Mr. Martin: Aud I am saving the. point on any report 
made, may it please the Court. 
"By Mr. Arnold: 
'' Q. Mrs. Walker, I don't want you to say what your lit-
tle child said to you. I do want you to tell just. what she 
complained of happening if anything happened to her. 
"A. Well, when I saw her it was fifteen minutes after 
it happened. 
"Q. What was her physical condition f 
'' A. Nervous and awfully upset; and she told me just what 
had happened to her. 
"Q. ·what did she say had happened to her? Had some-
body taken something away from her, or done something 
to herf 
"A. Well, she said this colored man had taken her in a 
house, and what he had tried to do she told. me. 
"J\fr. Martin: "\Ye object to any more than that. 
"The Court: That's all. 
"Mr. Arnold: "\Vitness with vou. 
"Mr. Martin: No questions.,; 
8* *The trial court permitted the recitation of the child 
to its mother some fifteen miniltes after the act, under 
' two theories, to-wit : as part of the res gestae; and as a re-
cent complaint of rape after the fact (R., pp. 36, 45, opinion 
of court, R., p. 10, etc.). 
That it ,vas a pure recitation after the fact, and in nowise 
part of the res gestae is obvious. But that it could not have 
been admitted as part of the res gestae is made phiin by tho 
fact that the la1igita.ge of the child 'Was excluded by the cou,rt, 
while to be part of the res ,qestae the language is all important 
(R., p. 46). The court's opinion (R., pp. 12 bottom and 13 top) 
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The exception to the he_ arsay rule of recent complaint of 
rape, seems to rest completely on the question of consent 
of the female as to rape or attempted riwe; and where there 
is no question of con-sen-t the whole reason for the exception 
to the hearsay rule falls. In the easel at bar no question 
of consent existed, the female being a child of seven, and con-
sent being irrelevant. 
Whether a female has consented is va tly important where 
the female is of the age to consent. 
From earliest times where consent is relevant, the matter 
of prompt complaint seems to have bee 1 deemed important. 
Deuteronomy, Chapter 22, verses 23 o 27. 
That such a recitation is rank hearsay and should not have 
been admitted as part of the ·res gestaej or as a rece·nt com-
plaint of rape, is, we submit, demonstrqted by the following 
Virginia case : l 
9* *Haynes v. Comni.onwealth, 28 Gr tt. 942, in reversing 
a case of secret larceny from thef erson for allowing 
in evidence an immediate complaint ade by the victim, 
clearly sets forth the true rules, saying: 
_ ""'Whereupon, on re-examination, he 'fas asked by the at-
torney for the Commonwealth, if he qid· not, immediately 
after the alleged larceny, go to the houl of William Disney, 
who lived a few doors from the place whe e the alleged larceny 
occurred, and tell him that he had been robbed, and the cir-
cumstances of the rolJbery as he had _ etailed them on his 
examination in chief; to which question lhe prisoner by coun-
sel, objected, and the court sustained the objection to so much 
of the question as ref erred to the deta ls of the statement, 
but permitted so much of it as stated t, Disney that he had 
been robbed; to which question, as modi ed, the accused ex-
cepted; and thereupon the ·witness stat d that he had gone 
to Disney's, who lived three or four ~ ors from the place 
of the alleged larceny, and told him he ha been robbed.'' * • • 
Then Disney was called as a witnes , and allowed over 
objection of accused to state that the ictim (McDonough, 
who had just testified) had on the nig t of the alleged lar-
ceny stated he had been robbed (page 45). 
The Court then proceeded to say: 
'' These two bills of exceptions raise the single question, 
whether the statement made by the pros cutor to the witness 
Disney as testified to, by the prosecutor and by Disney, was 
legal and proper evidence to go to th jury. Its admissi-
8 Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. 
bility is urged here by the attorney-general, and by Mr. Wise, 
the Commonwealth's attorney of the· city of Richmond, who 
appeared with him, on three grounds. First, for the pur-
pose of rebutting the imputation of drunkenness, suggested 
by the cross examination of prisoner's counsel. Second, that 
it was *admissible as part of the res l}estae; and, third, 
10* that it ought to be received as a complaint made by the 
prosecutor shortly after an outrage perpetrated against 
him. 
* • *' "If the prisoner's counsel imputes drunkenness to the -
prosecutor, this imputation may be repelled by direct testi-
mony, showing that he was sober, but certainly not by state-
ments or declarations which are mere hearsay, and may be 
U$ed to th~ prejudice of the prisoner, and which as inde-
pendent evidence must be excluded as hearsay evidence. 
'' As to the second ground upon which the admissibility of 
this statement· of· the prosecutor to the witness; Disney, is 
urged, fo-wit, that it is a fact of the res gesta(}, we are of 
opinion that this statement could not be introduced as a part 
of th~ res gestae. 
'' As· a definition of what in law is res gestae, the following 
may be adopted as accurately defining its limits and meaning: 
Facts which constitute the res .r1estae 1nu,st be such, as are 
· l/O connected with the very transaction or fact u,.nder investi-
lJa,tion as to constitute a part of it . . Now the statement made 
by the prosecutor to Disney after the larceny, was no part 
· of the transaction under investigation, but was something 
that occurred afterwards, and was not so connected with it 
as to form a part of it. It was the prosecutor's narrative 
of a past transaction, and was mere hearsay. Nor could such 
evidence be received for the purpose of corroborating the 
evidence of McDonough, the prosecutor. -Such evidence upon 
both the English and American decisions is plainly inadmissi-
ble. See 1 Parker Crim. Cases, and cases there cited. Robb 
v. Ilackley, 23 Wend. 50; Kin,g v. Parker, 3 Doug. R. 242; Bull, 
N. P. 291; 1 Starkie 149, uote; l Cowen and Hill's notes 776. 
'' Thirdly. It · is urged in argument that this evidence is 
admissible •as a complaint made by the prosecutor re-
11 • cently after the outrage had been nerpetrated; and it is 
evide~t that it was upon this ground that the learned 
• judge of the hustings court of the city of Richmond admitted 
the evidence, because the bill of exceptions shows that while 
he excluded all the detail.<; of the statement of the prosecutor, 
he admitted the statement made to Disnev that he had been 
- robbed, &c. "' 
' ' We have carefully examined all the authorities referred 
to by the learned counsel to sustain this position, and it is 
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manifest that the ONLY EXCEPTION established by well-
considered cases and reliable text-writers) to the general rule 
excluding the' statements or declarations ~f parties as hearsay 
evidence, as a complaint is the exceptio~ in cases of RAPE. 
FOR PECULIAR RE.A.SONS the comp~int of the victim of 
this diabolical ou. trage and crime is r ceived as evid.ence. 
Such a victim must at once make compl nt, OR SHE WILL.· 
BE SUSPECTED OF CONSENT. Th instincts of human 
nature, revolting at this unnatural and heinous crime, compel 
the victim to cry out and denounce its f~1ul perpetrator; and 
such complaint, made under the smart and indignation of 
such a cruel injury, has been received the courts as evi-
dence. But even in such cases the evi ence is confined to 
the new complaint, and no detailed stafument of the trans-
action is permitted to go in ~vidcnce. See ,3 Starkie (Met-
calf 's Ed.) 1266, and cases there cited ;f Regi!J'la v. Osborne. 
41 Eng. C. L. R. 338. 
'' This is a well recognized exception o the general rule) 
excluding the declara.tiom, of the party injured, which are 
not admissible a:S part of the res gestae Such statement in 
the form of complaint is admissible, th1 ugh not a part .of 
the res gestae. But we think the excepti n must be confined 
to cases of rape FOR THE PECULIAR EASONS ABOVE 
STATED. It does not apply to any ot. er case, unless the 
*statement or declaration comes " thin the· res gestae_ 
12* * * • 
''We arc not disposed to extend his exception to the 
rule of evidence further than to .cases of ripe, AND ONLY TO 
RECOGNIZE THIS EXCEPTION A~ ONE GROWING 
OUT OF THE "PECULIAR, REASONt. ALREADY AD:. 
VERTED TO. . 
"It would .be dangerous, to the last egree, to permit a 
party making a. criminal charge against another· to support 
his own evidence by proof of declaratio*' made by him sub-
sequent to the alleg·ed crime. · 
'~The adjudication of the rights and t e protection of the 
liberties of the citizen require that ·me e hearsay evidence 
should be excl~ded, and tha! the court ip every cas~ should 
confine the testrmony to the issue made y the pleadmgs and 
to that chara.cter of evidence which is 1 gal and admissible 
under the settled principles of tlie laws o .evidence." 
In Jones v. Comm., 86 Va. 740, decla ations ten minutes 
after a robbery were held not part of the es gestae. 
6:The opinion of the learned con t, also attempts to 
13"' justify the admission of this evide ce on the idea that 
defendant's counsel did not object ti1 the end (R., p. 
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11, opinion), "Mr. Martin: We object to anymore than that.'" 
But the court overlooks the fact that defendant's counsel 
had already clearly stated, "I submit that is liearsay" (R., 
p. 45 ), "and I am saving the point on any report made, may 
it please the court" (R., p. 16, italics added) and had earlier 
distinctly said, "We object to that as hearsay" (R., p. ~6), 
and ''May it be understood that I am saving the point with-
out continuing to intermpt'' (R., p. 37). 
And even if there lrnd not been exception the court could 
consider the matter, as 4eld in N. cf W. Ra.ilioay Cornpan,y v. 
Eley, 152 Va. 773. 
The fact that any report was directly excepted to without 
success, could not be at all discounted by a later objection to 
further details of the report. 
Even if it could be imagined that such a recitation could 
at all be justified as a recent complaint of rape, still, we 
submit, it exceeded the bounds of such complaint as held by 
all the best authorities, including the Virg·inia cases, because 
it described and identifiP-d the prisoner as the crimina.l. 
The mother testified (R., p. 46) : '' • "" * She told me just· 
what had happened to her." * :fl • 
"Well, she said this colored 111,an had taken her in a house, 
and what he had tried to do she told me'' (R., p. 46, italics 
added). · 
That statement not only identified the criminal as a colored 
man, which tended to identify and was illegal; but as '' this 
colored man", the very piisoner at the bar. 
Had that testimony not been taken in, perhaps the de-
fendant would not have ta.ken the stand at all nor admitted 
his identity at all, and the *identification would have 
14* depended upon the child ts present testimony alone, 
which the jury might have been unwilling to act upon 
in a capital case. 
*'The learned trial judge in his opinion in trying 
15* to justify his ruling on this point, says that rape and 
attempt to rupe may be proved by "a single wihiess 
and, therefore, every reasonable moans should be available 
to test the credibility of the witness, especially is this true 
when the testimony is given by a child of tender years" 
(R., p. 12). 
If this were the trne reason permitting ''recent complaint" 
in rape cases as an exception to the hearsay rule, it would 
apply with equal force to many other crimes, notably kid-
napping, sodomy, robbery, burglary and arson, all of which 
I 
i 
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are provable by a single witness, and all Ir which are usually 
committed in secret. J 
. But the question of consent is the true reason for the rule 
m rape cases. t 
The trial judge in his opinion (R., . 12) says nothvng 
at all.about the controlling case of Hayn. s v. Conim,011,weaUh, 
28 Gratt. 942, supra, but relics upon the ollowing five cases, 
which are named but not quoted from inf1 is opinion, and are 
quite distinguishable, to-wit: 
Bogg v. Commonwealth, 10 Gratt. 722, as rape upon a ma-
ture woman capable of consent, who was r ped by three or four 
men in succession. No question of her [. capacity to cmisent 
was involved. That case was reversed because there was 
admitted in evidence a. statement of the victim the morning 
after the rape tending to identify the risoner. That case 
seems authority in favor of defendant m the instant case. 
Broaddus v. Commonwealth, 126 Va. 783, was a case of at-
tempted rape upon a girl of eighteen, ~s to whom consent 
was relevant. The question at bar was not discussed at 
all, but merely that the girl had shown good reason for not 
making complaint for se:veral ·hours tq her parents, who 
were away from home (pp. 747-8). I 
*Harvey v. C01nm.onwealth, 103 $a. 850, merely held 
16* that the tale of a widoio, mother oft :vo children, consent, 
of course being relevant, was incr dible, where she as-
serted: that she had been raped at 11001, in a buggy stand-
ing in a stream in a very public road, b a man of seventy, 
without outcry, and without any complai:pt until after a baby 
was born nine months later. In r~versint a verdict of guilty, 
the court said (p. 854) : 
"The account given by the prosccutri" bears the impress 
of falsehood on its face, and we are c-0 strained to believe 
that the natural horror of this particula crime diverted the 
attention of the jury from a proper onsideration of the 
evidence.'' 
Rowland v. C01n1nonwealth, 147 .Va. 36, is the last case 
relied upon in the opinion of the judg of the trial court. 
That case involved the sole question o whether there was 
sufficient evidence of penetration to st pport a verdict of 
guilty of rape, and the court held it ,, as a jury question. 
There was no question at all as to the dmissibility of any 
evidence, and the opinion does not disc ss the admissibility 
of any evidence. 
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Even where a recent complaint of rape is admissible, that 
it must not identify the accused, is sho,vn by Bog,g v. Com., 10 
Gratt. 722, already quoted in this petition. 
*3. The third assig·nment of error is to the refusal 
17* of the court to grant a mistlial, on the prompt re-
. quest of defendant's counsel, for the improper ~rgu- . 
ment of the official Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney, after 
the evidence was in and the instructions granted, in opening 
his argument, and thereby sinking the fangs of the Com-
monwealth so deep in the prisoner that nothing could with-
draw the poison. In this case, against a Negro for attempted 
rape on a white child, with all the power of his office he 
said: 
'' May it please the Court and you gentlemen of the jury-
Gentlemen, I am not going to impose upon your time, or 
either on your patience, by showing you a mental picture 
of your own daugl1ters or granddaughters in the place of 
this little child, Jean Walker'' (R., p. 92, etc.). 
A mistrial was immediately asl~ed. 
The court directed the jury to disregard said statement, 
polled the jury as to whether they would disregard it, after 
all the argument was in again directed them to disregard it; 
and by all these attempts to cure this matter, we submit, 
rubbed it in, and impressed it more and more on the jury. 
What harm would a mistrial have been, and a future 
fair· trial, compared with trying a Negro for his life with 
the daughters and granddaughters of the jurors pressed be-
fore their eyes and ears as victims of a Negro's rape? 
The motion for a mistrial was promptly renewed (R., p. 
94), and exception again taken, and defendant's c.ounsel stated 
that the court was not curing the trouble but tending to em-
phasize it. 
The following Virginia cases, we submit, demonstrate this 
error of the learned court: 
1s• "'Elliott v. Com., 1 S. E. (2d) 273, decided Feb. 29, 
1939. 
Roller v. Com., 161 Va. 1104, 1108, etc. 
Wilson v. Corn., 157 Va. 962, 967. 
In all three of the next above cases the trial court tried 
to cure the error by directions to the jury, but without avail . 
., In the case at bar the unusual method of polling every 
juror and having him say he could disrega1·d the remarks 
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of the Assistant Commonwealth's Attor ey was a dramatic 
method by which the remarks were de harder to for· 
get. 
As said in State v. Matsinger (Mo.), r180 S. W. 856, 858, 
where the court by instruction tried to liminate very dam- . 
aging illegal evidence put in against man convicted of 
assault with intent to rape a little gh : 
"The state had s'unk its fangs deep n the life blood of 
the defendant too deep for the poison ti be withdrawn." 
19• *'4. The refusal to a.rrest the judwment because of the 
faults claimed in the - indictmentJhave already been 
treated with assignment No. L . 
· 5. The refusal of the court to grant new trial because. 
white ladies and white children had been paraded before the 
jury to the prejudice of tlie defendant having a fair trial. 
The facts as to this depend upon the ~ffidavits of the de-
fendant and the Commonwealth's Attorney, which are not 
much in conflict (R., p. 95, etc.). 
Defendant's affidavit states that on is trial until after -
the jury was sworn and the spectators ciuded, there were 
prese.nt inside the bar of the court, with n plain view of the 
jury three, four or :five little white gir s from five to ten 
years old, in the custody of ·white ladies, but ·which white 
girls did not testify, and their presence I was detrimental to .._ 
him, and very notic.eable, and that all th~ jui·ors were white 
men (R., p. 95). · J. . 
The Commonwealth's Attorney's affidayit admits that three 
children, girls, with their mothers, were actually seated in 
the front seat in,side of the railing on t~e chairs commonly 
used by veniremen, witnesses, spectator~ and members of 
the bar, and that they had been brought1 there by the Com-
monwealth as material witnesses, but w ~e not used as wit-
nesses (R., p. 96, etc.). 
The Court states (R., p. 98) that no bjection was made 
if there were children in the court. 
Surely if these children were ·possible witnesses, but not 
used. witnesses, they should not have be n thus paraded be .. 
fore the jury. 
For defendant to have moved to exclu e them would have 
*emphasized the matter and made t worse. 
20*' · The presence of these children eightened the feel-
ing engendered by the infl.ammato y remarks of the 
.Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney, al eady quoted. 
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""6. The action of the court in refusing a new trial 
21 ~ because it had misled the jury on their request for in-
formation as to their right to inflict life imprisonment 
and add a recommendation that no pardon be granted. 
The record, pages 87 and 88, shows that after the jury had 
retired from the Courtroom and had considered some time, 
they returned into the Courtroom and ·asked the co.urt whether 
if they brought in a verdict for life imprisonment they could 
put in a clause that no pardon be given. 
The court instructed them that they could make any recom-
mendation, but "it will not be part of the verdict and will not 
be recorded as such''. 
This question emphasizes how doubtful the jury was of 
fixing the penalty at death; and how the ,incidents of the 
trial may well have caused the death penalty instead of a 
lesser one. 
vVe submit that the Judge should at least have fully ex-
plained to the jury how their recommendation of no pardon 
could be called to governors' attention if pardon were asked. 
Furthermore, we submit that such a recommendation woul<l 
have been recorded as part of the verdict, although it would 
have had no binding force, and would not have been part of 
the judgment of the court. 
*7. The action of the court in not granting a new trial 
22.• because the punishment was excessive for this sort of 
attempt: to rape. 
This kind of attempt to rape, where the victim's size and 
age make full consummation impossible; where the victim 
is not injured, and where her very innocence protects her from 
long after effects of shock; and where there is no temptation 
to other men to attempt such violence; is much less dangerous 
to society than attempts upon mature girls. 
Such attempts show rather perversion than dangerous lust-
ful desire to rape. 
For such an attempt the death penalty is out of proportion 
and excessive. 
This harsh verdict emphasizes the great effect the improper 
argument of the Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney had 
upon the jury. 
As said by Chief Justice Campbell for this Court in N. & W. 
Ry. Co. v. Eley, 152 Va. 773, 779: 
. "There is no legal tape with which we can measure the 
resultant harm when counsel wander too far outside the 
record. THE HARSHNESS OF A VERDICT IN A CRIMI-
N AL CASE or the exorbitant amount of damages awarded 
in a civil case may be the criterion applicable to a particular 
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case, but this rule is not exclusive. When it is made to-appear 
that a litigant has not been afforded a fai and impartial trial, 
this court will overlook technical refinem nts and remand the 
case for a new trial.'' ( Capitals added.) 
I. 
*vY e also wish to emphasize tha{ a new trial merely 
23* turns on more light, and is not af nality, '' * * *' the 
granting of a new trial simply in ·tes further investi-
gation, and affords an opportunity for sh wing the truth with-
out concluding either party". Chapman v. Virginia Real 
Estate Company, 96 Va. 177, 188. J 
This miserable petitioner, charged wiih a crime which in-
flames men's minds, is entitled to the co lest and fairest con-
sideration before this Honorable Court. 
This petition will be filed with the lerk at ·wytheville, 
Virginia (with the transcript of the re >ord, and check for 
$1.50 payable to the Clerk), is adopted ~s the opening brief, 
and oral argument in favor of granting e writ is requested. 
A copy hereof was mailed to the Com omvealth 's Attorney 
of the .City of Norfolk on the 2d day of une, 1939. 
Petitioner prays that he may be grante a writ of error and 
supersedeas, that said judgment may e reviewed and re-
versed, said errors corrected, a new trli 1 granted and such 
other and further relief granted as ma be adapted to the 
nature of the case.. -
JOHN HE Y McCANN, 
by JAS. G. MARTIN, 
Counsel. 
(Address: 500 We ern Union Building, 
Norfolk, Virgi ia.) 
The undersigned, counsel practicing i the Supreme Court 
of Appeals of 1Virginia, certify that in y opinion sufficient 
matter of error appears in the judgment and proceedings ac-
companying the above petition to mak it proper for the 
same to be reviewed by this Court. 
Filed June 3, 1939. 
J . G. MARTIN, 
( Address : 500 "\V es ern Union Building, 
Norfolk, Virgi ia.) 
J. M. KELLY, . 
Deputy Clerk. 
June 8, 1939. Writ of error and sup rse.deas awarded by 
the court. No bond. 
M. B. W. 
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r RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Corporation Court of the City of Nor-
folk, Number Two, on the 19th day of April, 1939. -
BE IT REMEMBERED, That heretofore, to-wit: On the 
6th day of March, 1939, came G. Leslie Hall, who was selected 
by the Court as Foreman, John ,J. Collins, C. W~ Grandy, 
P. B.. Young and Jos. G. Fiveash, who were sworn a Special 
Grand Jury of Inquest in and for the body of the City of Nor-
folk, and having received their charge, retired to their Cham-
ber, and after some time, returned into Court, and among 
other things, presented an indictment against John Henry 
McCann, for Attempted Rape, A True Bill, in the following 
words and figures, to-wit: 
Common~ealth of Virginia, 
City of Norfolk, to-wit: 
In the Corporation Court of the City of Norfolk, Number 
Two: 
The Grand Jurors of the Commonwealth of Virginia, in and 
for the body of the City of Norfolk, and now attending the 
said Court, at its March term, 1939, upon their oaths present 
that John Henry McCann, to-wit: on the 15 day of February; 
in the year 1939, in the said City of Norfolk, on and upon one 
Jean Walker, a female child, under the ·age of sixteen years, 
to-wit: of the age of seven year, feloniously did make an as-
sault, and her, the said Jean Walker, then and there fe-
loniously did attempt to ravish and carnally know, against 
the peace and dignity of the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
· JNO. M. ARNOLD, 
Attorney for the Commonwealth. 
page 2 r - RETUR,N ON INDICTMENT. 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
'I). 
John Henry McCann. 
Felony-Attempted Rape. 
A True Bill. 
G. LESLIE HALL, Foreman. 
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· Witnesses: Offs. F. E. Watson, Jean kv-1 alker, Mrs. Jennie 
Thompson, Herbert Trower. 
And afterwards: In the said Court, I on the 15th day of 
March, 1939. I 
John Henry McCann, who stands ind~cted for Attempted 
Rape, was this day led. to the bar in the ~ustody of the Jail or 
of this Court, and thereupon, the said c:lefendant, by coun-
sel, moved the Court for a trial by thd Court, without the 
jury, which motion was not concurred ~n by the Attorney 
for the Commonwealth, and the Court overruled the motion · 
of the said def endaut, w11ich action of [ the Court in over-
ruling the said motion, th~. said def encir1nt, by counsel, ex_. 
cepted, and thereupon, the said def end ant moved the Court 
to quash the said indictment, on the grbunds that the said 
indictment :was improper in form, which jinotion, having been 
fully heard by the Court, is pverruled, to which 
page 3 ~ actiol) of the Court in overrultiig the said motion 
. to quash, the said defendant, y co1,msel, duly ex-
cepted, and upon being arraigned, the s id defendant plead 
not guilty to the said indictment, an.it thm-eupon came twenty 
lawful men, free from exceptions, havin~ been obtained from 
the V enir,e Facias duly directed and i$sued in accordance 
with the statute in such cases, made andl provided, and sum-
moned by the Sergeant of the City of Norfolk, from which 
panel the Commonwealth and the defencfunt each alternately 
struck four, leaving the following jury, tollwit: L. M. Hitchens, 
C. E. Woodsend, Ralph W. Johnson, J. H. Newbill, Carl S. 
Anderson, D. L. Atkinson, Robert L. 'f alker, Jr., Wm. J. 
Grigg, Walter J. Mullan, Arthur H. Riddick, Wm. Adler and 
R. M. Eastwood, who were sworn the I truth of and upon 
the premises to speak, and having heaJd the evidence and 
argument of counsel, were adjourned f.t one-forty o'clock 
for lunch, until two-thirty o'clock P. M, in the custody of 
,Tuliau Hume, Deputy City Sergeant, wh was sworn to keep 
the said jury together, and not to discus the said case with 
them, nor to permit anyone else so to do, but themselves, 
and again, at two-thirty o'clock P. M., P,ursuant to adjourn-
ment, again came the said jury, to-wit :iM. Hitchens, C. E. 
Woodsend, Ralph W. Johnson, J. H. Ne bill, Carl S. Ander-
son, D. L. Atkinson, Robert L. Walker, Jr., Wm. J. Grigg, 
Walter J. Mullan, Arthur H. Riddick, . Adler and R. M. 
Eastwood, who were heretofore sworn ti truth of and upon 
the premises to speak, and again the sai defendant was led 
to the bar in the custody of the Jail or of t is Court, and there-I . -
1 · 
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upon, the jury retired to their chamber, and after some time 
returned into Court and presented a. verdict in the 
page 4 ~ following words : '' vV e the jury find the clef endant 
guilty of attempted rape and fix the penalty at 
death." Thereupon, the Court directed the Deputy City Ser-
geant to poll the said jury and inquire if the verdict as read 
by the Clerk was their verdict, and having been polled, each 
of the said jurors replied that it was their verdict, and there-
upon, the said defendant, by counsel, moved the Court in 
arrest of judgment and for a new trial, on the grounds that 
the said verdict is contrary to the law and the evidence, the 
further hearing of which motion, is continued until the 25th 
day of March, 1939. 
And the prisoner was remanded to jail. 
I 
And later: In the said Comt on the 25th clay of March, 
1939.,, 
John Henry McCann, who stands charged with Attempted 
Rape, was this day again 1 ed to the bar in the custody of 
the Jailor of this Court, and the motion for a new trial, here-
tofore made on the 15th day of March, 1939, having been fully 
heard by the Court, is taken under advisement. 
And the prisoner was remanded to jail. 
And afterwards : In the said Court on the 7th day of 
April, 1939. 
John Henry l\foCann, who stands convicted by the Jury 
of Attempt Rape, was this day again led to the bar 
page 5 ~ in the custody of the Jail or of this Court, and the 
motion in arrest of judgment and for a new- trial, 
which was heretofore made on the 15th clay of March, 1939, 
and which motion in arrest of judgment and for a new t~·ial 
was fully. heard by the Court on the 25th day of March, l.939, 
and taken under advisement by the Court, was this day over-
ruled, for reasons stated in writing and filed with the papers 
of this case and hereby made by reference a part of this 
order, to which action of the Court in overruling the said_ 
motion in arrest of judgment and for a new trial, the said 
defendant, by counsel, duly excepted. And thereupon, on 
motion of the said defendant, by counsel, it is ordered that 
the imposition of sentence in this case be deferred until the 
17th day of April, 1939. 
And the prisoner was remanded to jail. 
I· 
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The' following is the opinion of The out>rable James U. 
Goode referred to in the foregoing orde 
Virginia: 
In the Corporation Court of the Cit of Norfolk, Num-
ber Two. 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
v. 
John Henry McCann. 
OPINION. 
John Henry McCann, a negro man 62 years old has been 
convicted of an attempt to rape Jean Wialker, a white child 
between the age of seven and eight years, and his punishment 
has been fixed at death. 
page 6 ~ The accused has moved the Court in arrest of 
judgment, and for a new trial and has urged six 
grounds of alleged error in support of hi! motion. 
Before entering into a separate discus ion of these assign-
ments of error a statement of the facts proved at trial will 
be made in narrative form. 
The complaining witness, ,Jean Walker and a little girl com-
panion, younger than herself, named Cirroll, on the after-
noon of February 13th, 1939, were playiJW on the fron. t steps 
of Hope Chapel, on Sheldon Avenue, in f?e City of Norfolk, 
when they were accosted by the accused, 'thorn they had never 
seen before. He asked them if they wa11-ted a dollar. They 
answered yes. Whereupon he said to them if they would go 
to the vacant house three doors away arlcl get for him some 
coal, which is there, he would give them the dollar. Jean 
went to the house indicated, looked in l open window, but 
not seeing any coal came back to the cl rchyard where the 
accused was waiting. Then the two chil ren and the accused 
together went to the vacant house. T ey entered a lane 
which ran on the side of the house and s opped at one of the 
windows. The frame of this window w· s broken out. The 
accused first lifted Jean through the spac and then the other 
little girl. Not finding any coal on the fl. st floor the accused 
directed the children to go upstairs to he second floor. It 
was then rather dark in the house, the our being after six 
o'clock in the afternoon. Whe the second floor of 
page 7 ~ the house was reached, the accu ed commanded Jean 
to pull down her pants and la down on the floor. 
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He then took off his coat, unbuttoned his pants and got on 
top of her and was in this position when Mr. Humphreys 
appeared on the scene. He had previously struck a match 
and looked at her exposed person. Carroll in the meantime 
· had been directed by the accused to stand in the corner. While 
the accused and Jean were in the position above stated she 
told him she didn't want any money, she wanted to go home, 
whereupon he started to choke her and stuck a knife under 
her chin, at the same time demanding that she be quiet. Ac-
cused said to Jean when she cried, "If you don't shut up 
I'll kill you so that you will never see your Mamma and 
Daddy any more", after that she said she closed her mouth 
real tight so he could not see I was crying if I started again. 
She further testified when accused was on top of her he asked 
her if it had ever happened to her before, and she said no. 
Mrs. Linman had seen the accused and the children going 
towards the vacant house and requested Mr. Humphreys, a 
neighbor, to go there and see what was happening. He got 
his pistol and went to the house a.nd saw the accused in a 
crouched position on the floor. He demanded of .the 'accused 
that he stay where he was, but instead accused leaped up, 
jumped through a second story window and escaped. Ac-
cused in his testimony, admits taking the children to the 
vacant house, and in the main does not contradict the testi-
mony of complaining witness as to what transpired there, 
except he denied having unbuttoned his pants. He also de-
nied intending to have sexual intercourse with the child, 
but said ''he just wanted to Jook at the girls in a 
page 8 ~ practical way" and see if there was any chance 
of a grown man to penetrate a child the way he had 
been punished for in Massachusetts. To use his own lan-
guage he said "I just wanted to find out". I have never 
had any idea at all, except as a medical science, to see if it 
was possible for it to happen. This is substantially the evi-
dence in the case as shown by the typewritten transcript. 
There can be no doubt the evidence in this case fully sup-
ports the verdict of the jury so far as the guilt of the ac-
cused is concerned. In fact no error is assigned against the 
verdict for lack of support by, the evidence. 
Exception was taken to the denial by the Court of the 
motion of the accused to waive a jury and have his case tried 
by the Court. This exception was not included in the six 
assignments of error, and was not stressed in argument. It 
is sufficient to say the failure of· the attorney for the Com-
monwealth to concur in this request, precluded the Court from 
entertaining it. 
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·constitution of Virginia §8-Boaz v. om., 16Q Va. 786. 
The assignments of error will now bel ,considered seriatini, 
the fir~t being the · 
:VALIDITY OF THE INDI~TMENT. 
An inspection of the indictment shoJs it was drawn on 
paper containing a printed form whicl{I. was originally de-
signed for use as an information. The 4raftsman of the in-
dictment drew pencil lines through the pr·nted for.m and pro;.. 
ceeded to draft in type thereu der the indictment 
page 9 ~ upon which the trial was had. The caption of the 
form for an information bein the sa,me required 
for an indictment was not erased, but Was permitted to re-
main. "I 
There is no question that the typewrit~en matter contained 
in the indictment constituted a certain, p sitive and complete 
description of the offense of which the a used was charged, 
and that he was fully apprised thereby o the crime charged 
with such reasonable certainty as to ena le him to make his 
defense and protect himself after jud0 ent against prose-
cution for the same offense. 
This by universal authority of both t xt writers and de-
cided cases is all that an accused person cln demand. Beale's 
Criminal Pleading & Practice ~95. That be typewritten mat-
ter constituting the indictment fully set ut the offense with 
which the accused was charged with sjfficient definiteness 
is evidenced by the fact no bill of parti ulars was asked in 
order to clarify it in any respect. It seems plain to the 
Court that the printed form designed for an information was 
erased and stricken out, and was no mor intended as a part 
of the indictment than if it had been a ent entirely. If it 
could be construed as not having been ricken out and the 
marks of erasure entirely disregarded, t would even then 
under the law, amount only to extraneous atter to be treated 
as surplusage~ 
Section 4875 of the Code of Virginia rovides in part as 
follows : ''No indictment or other accusa on shall be quashed 
or declared invalid for the omission or in ertion of any other 
words of-mere form or surplusage." 
Mawyer v. Com., 140 Va. 56 , is a case directly 
page 10 ~ in point and is controlling of thi_s assignment of 
error. In that case an inform tion was drawn on 
a blank form containing four counts. T e forms for two of 
the counts were properly filled in, but t e others were left 
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blank. The court in construing the information disreg·arded 
the blank forms for two reasons. 1st-because they were not 
intended to be a part of the information and, 2nd-if they 
were they were mere surplusage. The court said: '' If there 
can be any fair doubt as to the conclusion just stated the blank 
counts should be treated as surplusage. Unnecessary and 
redundant alterations never violate pleadings, and when the 
crime is otherwise sufficiently charged, redundancy is re-
jected as surplusage." 
.Thompson v. Com., 20 Gratt. 724. 
Harris v. Com., 161 Va. 1028-1030. 
Lozier v. Corn., 10 Gratt. 708. 
The Court is therefore of the opinion that the first assign-
ment is without merit. 
The second assignment is-
H ea'rsay evidence was admitted under guise of a complauit. 
The testimony upon which this assignment is based is as fol-
lows: 
Q. "Mrs. Walker you said, I believe it was 6 :30 when your 
little daughter reported something to you 1 
A. Yes, Sir. 
Q. I will ask yon to tell the jury what she reported. 
Mr. Martin: I submit that is hearsay. 
The Court ( addressing the witness) : You can 
page 11 ~ testify that a complaint was made, but the par-
ticulars of the complaint cannot be proved. Yon 
can testify that your child, if in fact it (she) did, made a 
complaint but the particulars of that complaint cannot be 
related.'' 
Mr. Martin: And I am saving the point on any report 
made, may it please the Court. 
Immediately after this Mr. Arnold examined the witness 
in part as follows: 
Q. ''What did she say had happened to her. Had some-
body taking something away from her, or done something to 
bed 
A. Well, she said the colored man had taken her in a house 
and what he had tried to do, she told me-
I 
t 
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Mr. Martin: We object to any more 
The Court: That's all. 
Mr. Martin: No questions.'' 
23 
It is evident from the above excerpt from the record that 1 
no statement had been made by the witlness at the time the 
exception was taken, and that thereafte1twit~ess was stopped-
immediately upon the statement of cou sel that he objected 
to anything further along the line she as proceeding. 
It was contended by counsel for the accused in argument 
that the rule for the admission of receilit complaint in rape 
cases, as stated by the Court, is applict\tble only where con-
sent is material, but the decided cases in~Virginia do not give 
it such a narrow and circumscribed c nstruction. On the 
other hand the rule seems to be such evidence is 
page 12 ~ admitted as showing the probability or improba-
bility of the general good faith of the party mak-
ing the complaint. The offense of rapl or attempt to rape 
may be proved upon the testimony of single witness and 
therefore every reasonable means shoul be available to test 
the credibility of the witness, especially~· s this true when the 
testimony is given by a child of tender years. 
It -is said in Bogg v. Com., 10 Gratt. 722-725, in prosecu-
tions-for rape the fact that the pcrso injured made com-
plaint recently after the commission o the offense, is ad-
missible, a.nd the absence of such comblaint would be sus-
picious. The proof of such offenses deJlends, in great meas-
ure, upou the testimony of a sing1e wrtness and the ref ore 
every test should be applied to her integ ity for the safety of 
the accused. 
Broaddus v. Co1n .. 126 Va. 733. 
Harvey v. Com., 103 Va. 850. 
Locke, et al., v. Co·m., 149 Va. 451. 
Rowland v. Com., 147 Va. 636. 
The Locke case was one of attempt t rape, the complain-
ing witness being a girl 15 years old. e admission of con-
,. versations of the police with the prosec trix out of the pres-
ence of the accused was assig11ed as er or. The court held 
these conversations constituted her com laint of the wrong-
doing of the accused, and as the com laint itself was ad--
tnissible there was no merit in the assig ment of error. See 
also Rowland v. Com., 147 Va. 636, whe e the complaint of a 
child was admitted. 
Even if the details of the crime had b en allowed to be de-
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scribed by the witness, it is thought such testimony 
page 13 ~ under the facts proven in this case would have been 
' properly admitted as part of the res gestae. The 
well settled rule in Virginia is that the admissibility of 
' declarations of the· injured party as part of the res gestae 
is dependent on whether or not they were made recently after 
the injury, before sufficient tim~ had elapsed for the fabrica-
tion of the story. In the instant case the statements were 
made within 15 minutes after the rescue of the little girl from 
the loathsome assault she had been subjected to, and the pos-
sibility of fabrication, in the mind of one so young, unde1· 
all the circumstances is so remote as to be incapable of rea-
sonable supposition. 
For the reasons stated the second assignment is rejected. 
The third assignment involves the 
THE ARGUMENT OF COUNSEL. 
This assignment is based on the opening remarks of. Mr. 
Tyler in his address to the jury. He said: '' Gentlemen I 
am not going to impose upon your time, or either on your 
patience by showing you a mental picture of your own daugh-
ters or granddaughters in the place- of this little child, Jean 
Walker.'' 
Mr. Martin then asked for a mistrial, whereupon the court 
addressed the jury as follows : '' I think this language is 
very ill chosen and I want to instruct you gentlemen to dis-
regard it absolutely, and' I am going to ask the Sergeant to 
poll the jury and see if they will disregard it and decide the 
case as if that remark _had not been made." Whereupon the 
jury was polled and each juror answered that he 
page 14 ~ would disregard the remark. After Mr. Tyler, Mr. 
Martin and Mr. Arnold had concluded their argu-
ments and just before the jury retired to consider their ver-
dict, the court again instructed them as follows : '' Gentle-
men I want to instruct you further. The attorney for the 
defendant obj~cts to the remark of the Assistant Common-
wealth's Attorney as he began his argument to you. If his 
r·emark can be construed as asking you to make a personal . 
application in this case I want to tell you not to do it. The 
instructions which the court has given you embody the law. 
The court instructed the jury that ''It is the duty of the jury 
to weigh the evidence in this case cautiously and without 
prejudice or passion" .. If you are to give the evidenc~ in 
this case a personal application then you could not carry out 
the -instructions as given to you. But instead of giving it a 
personal construction you must view it absolutely ·imperson-
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ally. You are trying the case 9f the Co onwealth against 
John Henry McCann for an attempted r peon Jean Walker. 
If possible you should regard the evid nee as a· charge of 
"A" of an attempted rape on "B" so far removed sho.uld 
·your consideration be from any person l· feeling. You are 
swQrn to try this case without prejudice and without passion, 
.and notwithstanding what the Assistantj Commonwealth At-
torney said to you-which I am sure was iinadvertent-I want 
to say to you not to do as he suggested-herhaps suggested-
in his remarks, but decide this case absdlutely on an imper-
sonal basis''. f 
It must be remembered each juror ha sworn on his' voir 
dire that he entertained neither bias n r prejudice for or 
against the accused and that ie would give him a 
page 15 ~ fair and impartial trial accorqing to the· evidence. 
In addition thereto the follofing question pro-
pounded by Mr. Martin to the last three jurors on their voir 
dire is a fair example of the inquiry ma e to the others. He 
asked: "Gentlemen would you all g·ive fair trial to a col-
ored man charged with an attempted r e on a little white 
girl, without any passion or feeling agai st him-give a fair 
trial according to the instructions of th court without any 
feeling against him.'' Each of the jur rs answered in the 
affirmative. 
Can it be reasonably supposed that t e negative remark 
of Mr. Tyler in the beginning of his ad~ress would so out-
weigh the sense of oblig·ation of the jurots under their oath, 
or the positive, emphatic and affirmatir.e direction of the 
court, as to create in the minds of the jmtors a prejudice and 
passion, which could not be shaken off, ,but which was car-
r. ied with them into the jury room ,and r fleeted in their ver-
dict? I think not. 
That the remark was ill chosen is tr' e, but that it con-
stituted an irreparably prejudicial situat on so far as voueh-
safing -to the accused a fair and unbiase trial-must be de- · 
nied. 
The Appellate Courts in Virginia hav jealously guarded 
the interests of accused persons so far as protecting them 
from prejudicial remarks of counsel in t e trial of cases, but 
at the same ti.me they have not hesitated to sustain the trial 
court when it has been shown every eff o t has been made to 
give the accused a fair trial and the cou t has taken proper 
. steps to remedy inadvertent e rors which so often 
page 16 } creep into the trial of · cases. I 
· An examination Qf the decided cases in Virginia 
on the question here involved, shows a ell defined line of 
demarcation between cases involving the improper introduc-
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tion of evidence, or the comment thereon, where such action 
is prohibited by statutory enactment, a~d those cases involv-
ing improper remarks of counsel addressed to the jury. In 
cases included in the first group such as the Wilson Case, 157 
Va. 962, the Roller Case, 161 Va. 1104, and the very recent 
, Elliott Case, 1 S. E. 2nd, 273, the court has held such action 
amounted ordinarily to such prejudice as could not be re-
moved by an instruction by the Court to disregard. Some-
what in line with these cases in Rheimhart tf; Dennis v. Brown, 
cited in argument. In this case repeated reference was made 
by counsel to the supposed fact that. the defendant was cov-
ered by indemnity insurance. Held this reference was preju-
dicial. The evidence in this case however, was clearly with 
the defendant, so much so that the judgment in favor of the 
· plaintiff was set aside for lack of evidence to support it and 
judgment was entered by the Cour.t of Appeals for the de-
fendant. 
As opposed to this line of cases I find no case in Virginia 
where a single, inadvertent remark, such as that involved in 
this case, was considered fatally prejudicial, where the trial 
court instructed the jury to disreg·ard and as a result of a 
poll they answered they would do so. 
On the contrary in the following cases upon instruction by 
the court the judgment of the trial court has been affirmed. 
Trout's case, 167 Va. 511; Funk's case, 163 Va. 1014; Spen-
cer's case, 143 Va. 531; Henkle's case, 137 Va. 791; 
page 17 ~ Harris' case, 133 Va. 700, and in the following cases 
affirmance was had without instructions: Seay\~ 
case, 135 Va. 737, and Draper's case, 1.32 Va. 648. 
Judge Spratley, in Trout v. Com. ( a.nte), said: "In Mul-
lins Case, 113 Va. 787-792, and in McCoy's Case, 125 Va. ·771 _ 
778, this court granted new trials because of improper argu-
ments by the attorney for the Commonwealth which the trial 
court permitted without instructing the jury to disregard 
them. But we recall no case where a new trial has been 
gTanted for similar misconduct, where it appeared that the 
lower court sustained the objection of the prisoner and in-
structed the jury to disregard the statement of the Prosecu-
ting· Attorney." Judge Kelly, in Wash. cf; 0. D. Co. v. Wade, 
119 Va., said a different rule would result in fixing an in-
tolerable handicap on the nisi prius courts. In the Trout case 
(ante) the following· apposite language is quoted with ap-
proval from Cmnbs Y. Slate, 75 Ind. 215-219: "Courts ought 
not to reverse cases because counsel in the heat of argument 
sometimes wander a little way outside the record.'' 
If a matter of great materiality is brought into the record 
as a matter of extended comment, there would be reason for 
I 
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setting" aside the verdict. If every im~aterial assertion 01· 
statement which creeps into an argument were to be ground 
for reversal, courts would be so much o cupied in criticising 
the addresses of advocates as to have lit le time for anything 
else. Common fairness requires that cJurts should ascribe 
to jurors ordinary intelligence, and not tol disregard their ver-
dicts because counsel during the argument may have made 
some general statement not supported ~y the evidence. 
To the same effort the couf't said in Han·is v. 
page 18 ~ Comm,. (ante): "Jurors are supposed to be compe-
tent to understand 'and willingi to obey the instruc-
tions of the court as to what thev shall and shall not consider 
in determining their verdict, ail.d as a rule the withdrawal 
of the objectionable remarks, by the pro!ecuting attorney or 
by the court, or by direction of the cour , is deemed to have 
removed the prejudice and removed the error, so that a re-
versal cannot be had therefor.'' 
For these reasons this assignment is iithout mei-it. 
Direction to the Jury as to the Form, \of Their Verdict. 
This assignment is based on the incident of the trial wherein 
the jury while deliberating as to their 1lverdict propounded to the court the following inquiry: '' Y ~ur Honor, we want 
to ask if a verdict should be brought in fqr life imprisonment, 
could WC put a clause in there that no prdon be given." 
The Court: ''That will not be a part cj>f your verdict. You 
either find him g·uilty or not guilty an fix his punishment 
as you choose. Of course, you can ma e any recommenda-
tion that you might desire, but it will ot be a part of the 
verdict and will not be recorded as such '' 
By a Juror: But we still could mak that recommenda-
tion! 
The Court: Yes you still could mak that recommenda-
tion but it will not be a part of your . rdict. W'rite your 
verdict first, and then if you desire, as jury, to make any 
recommendation, that will g·o along- with he papers as a part 
of your action, but it will not .e recorded as a part 
page 19 f of the verdict.'' 
No exception was taken to this a ion of the court, 
but the assignment of error based - hereon will never-
theless be considered. The inquiry, in bffect, was, can the 
jury attach a condition to their verdict 'whereby the execu-
tive authority either now or in the future,. would be prohibited 
from the exercise of its pardoning pow r. This, of course, 
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was beyond the power of the jury, and had such a condition 
been made a part of their verdict and returned to court it 
would have been the plain duty of the Court to cause the 
verdict to be put in proper form before recording it. Con: 
ditional verdicts of course, cannot be received, and it has 
been the almost universal practice of this court not to include 
even recommendations of the jury as part of their recorded 
· verdict and tllis practice is amply supported by authority as 
well in this State as elsewhere. In 17 A. L. R., p. 1110, ~2601., 
it is said: '' In the absence of statute, it is the prevailing rule 
that a jury has no right or authority to accompany a recom-
mendation of mercy with a verdict of guilty, their province 
being· solely to determine th~· guilt or innocence of the ac-
cused.'' 
In State v. Stewart, 9 Nov. 120, the court said: "The recom-
mendation of mercy constituted no part of the verdict and 
should not have been recorded with it." See also to the same 
effect People v. Albert Le-e, 17 Cal. 76; State v. Overton ( N~ 
J.), 88 Atl. 689; State v. I-Iowctrd, 151 N. C. 699, 66 S. E. 137. 
In Coward v. Corn., 164 Va. 639, the jury requested to know 
from the court what time the defendant would get off for 
good behavior while in jail. The court read to the 
page 20 ~ jury the statute governing· the inquiry. Judge !Jolt, 
in delivering the opinion of the court, said: '' The 
jurors should have been told that it was their duty, if they 
found the accused guilty, to impose such sentence as seemed 
to them to be just. What might afterwards occur was no 
concern of theirs. In its failure to do so, we think the trial 
court was in error. '' -
For the reasons stated this assignment is without merit. 
The Verdict of the Jury Constituted E;JJcessive P'll,ni_shment. 
It is needless to cite authority for the statement that in 
criminal cases so long as the verdict returned is within the 
limits of punishment prescribed by Statute for the crime, 
the court cannot interfere. No more can a court properly set 
a verdict aside on account of its punishment being, in its 
~ opinion, excessive, than it can if it considers it too small. 
It is essentially a matter for the determination of the jury, 
and about which the court may disagree, but is powerless to 
change. · 
Judge Burks,. speaking of the cases in Virginia on this 
subject said: ''They manifest the great respect that is ac-
corded the verdict of a jury fairly rendered. It is not suf-
ficient that the judge, if on the jury, would have rendered a 
different verdict.'' Burks' Pleading & Practice, 3rd Ed., p. 
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543, §298. In Sydnor & Hundley v. Bona'iant, 158 Va.-703-712, 
it is said: The court will not set asidtthe verdict merely 
because, if on the jury, it would have fo d a different ver-
dict. - -
In Locke, et al., v. Com., it was said: his is a jury ques-
tion and there being eviden~e to suppor~ the finding of the 
jury, it will not be disturbed here, though the pun.,. 
pag·e 21 ~ ishment, 9 years confinement t· 1 the penitentiary, 
appears to us to be harsh. H rt v. Com., 131 Va. 
726. Rowland v. Com., 147 Va. 636. 
Judge Carr in Brough v. Stant, 5 Leigh. 598, said: "Per-
haps as a juror, I might haye hesitated1 to find the verdict 
the jury found,, but assuredly I should 4ot as the presiding 
court have set aside the-verdict as agains~ evidence, and inueh 
-less, as an appellate court, can I agree tQ disturb it." 
But aside from these well established rrui' les of law, this as-
signment is controlled by Hart v. Com., 31 Va. 726. 
It was held in that case (an attempt torape case) the pen-
alty of death imposed by the verdict, bei g within the limits 
of punishment prescribed by §4767 of th Code of Virginia, 
the sole inquiry left, is the statute unco stitutional because 
it authorized cruel and unusual 1mnish~ent in that it em-· 
powered juries to impose the punishment, of death for an at-
tempt to rape. This question after a vefY extensive review 
of the authorities was answered in the neJative and the death 
judgment affirmed. The· court said in pa;rt as follows: '' We 
hold that the statute in question in thP. jinstant case is not 
violative of the constitution, and that the iunishment imposed 
upon the prisoner in the instant case, in ccordance with the 
authority of such statute was a lawful p nishment and can-
not he disturbed by us as prohibited by !the Constitution of 
Virginia.'' The facts in the Hart case jwere not nearly as 
reprehensible as those in_ this case. There ~he victim was a 
girl 15 years of age endowed with suffic ent strength to en-
able ·her to struggle, at least, against th vile assault made 
against her, while here the atisfaction of the 
page 22 ~ lecherous desir~s of the ace sed was directed 
against a helpless and confid ng child of eight 
years. WI10 can say _but for the timely a d seemingly provi-
dential interference of Mr. Humphreys, ean Walker would 
not have met a fate at the hands of the ccused worse even· 
than death itself. 
Do not the facts of this case and the art case exemplify 
in the most convincing manner the wisdo of the legislaturt.:, 
in fixing the extreme penalty, known to th. law as punishment 
for those who would attempt to satisfy !ti' heir lustful desire 
on lrnlpless and innocent children Y · · 
I 
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This assignment is also without merit. 
Has the .Accused Been .Accorded a Fair Trial? 
The prisoner alleged in this assignment that he did not 
have a fair trial. 
He makes affidavit that several small children were seated 
in chairs within the bar, frequently occupied by spectators, 
in the courtroom during some stages of his trial and that 
their presence generated in the minds of the jury a prejudice 
against him. It is established by the counter-affidavit of 
the Commonwealth's Attorney that the children referred to 
were on hand because it was ·uot known at the beginning· of 
the trial whether or not it would be necessarv to call them 
as witnesses. Before any evidence was taken .. these children 
with other persons, as a result of the court's direction, were · 
excluded from the courtroom and did not so far as is shown 
return. 
Certainly their temporary presence could not 
page 23 r have been prejudicial, nor do I think their con-
tinued presence during the trial of the case would 
have brought about that re·sult. There was no connecting 
link between them and the case being· tried and not the slight-
est intimation, from any source whatever, that they were in 
any manner involved. Their presenc(~ was never brought 
to the attention of the court and no objection on the part 
- of anyone was urged to their short stay. If the temporary 
presence of these children in court was rendered necessary, 
it was not the making of the Commonwealth, but rather of 
the accused himself and he should not be heard to complair1. 
I think an impartial study of the transcript of the trial 
of this case is abundantly convincing that the accused from 
his arraig11ment to final verdict has had every saf eg·na rd 
thrown around him and has been given every advantage ac-
corded him by law. The court was most liberal to hirt1 in 
its rulings on the admission of evidence and g-ranted every in-
struction which his counsel offered in his behalf. 
It is not questioned that the verdict is amply supported 
bv the evidence. There could be no question of that fact. 
· The following cases proclaim the guilt of the accused in 
unmistakable lang·uage : 
Glover v. Co11i., 86 Va. 382; Locke et al. v. Com., 149 Va. 
447; Rowland v. Co·m., 147 Va.; Ravney v. C01n., 169 Va., and 
Blair v. Com., 166 Va. 715. 
In the Blair case there was a reversal of the first juclg-
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ment on account of an error ~f procedure, but on 
page 24 ~ the second trial, on the same f · cts, a conviction was 
had and a wi"it of error refu ed. See 167 Va., p. 
XLIII (43). 
I think all of the questions raised at tr~al whether embraced 
in the assignments of error or not havq been discussed. It 
is believed it bas been abundantly demonstrated that the 
verdict is amply supported by the evidehce, that no prejudi-
cial error was committed by the court in its rulings during 
trial, and that the accused has been ac~orded to the fullest 
- extent, a fair and impartial trial and stjbstantial justice has 
been met. If he has received a fair an1 impartial trial and 
substantial justice has been met, then ~6331 of the Code of 
Virg-inia applies and even though erroi· may appear in the 
trial the verdict should stand. 
tTuclge Gregory in his dissenting opini n in Elliott v. Com., 
l S. E. 2nd 273-276, said in part: " _ at it ( ~6331 of the 
Code of Va.) was intended to render it tjractically impossible 
for a case to be reversed on any mer~! technicality, and to 
allow all judgments to stand when fairly rendered on the 
merits, if substantial justice has been 11eached.'' 
In conclusion, it only remains to say ~hat upon the fairest 
consideration of all the assignments ,of! error urged by the 
learned counsel for the accused and of i1ther incidents of the 
trial not specifical1y assig·ned as error t e court is o.f opinion 
to deny the motion in arrest of judgmen and for a new trial, 
which is according~ly done. 
Nothing now remains to be done, but i position of sentence 
upon the accused in accorda~ce with th' verdict of the jury 
and the statute law governing such cases. 
page 25 ~ And now: In the said Coul on the 19th day of 
April, 1939. 
J o]m Henry McCann, who stands c nvicted of Attemp·t 
Rape, was this day again led to the b r in the custody of 
the Jail or of this Court, and thereupon the said def enclant, 
· by counsel, renewed his motion in arrest of judgment and .for 
a new trial, which motion in arrest of judgment and for a 
new trial was heretofore on the 7th day of April, 1939, over-
ruled, and the Court having fully heard the evidence anrl ar-
gument of counsel on the renewed moti n in arrest of judg·-
ment and for a new trial, is overruled1 to which action of the Court in overruling the said motion in arrest of judg-
ment and for a new trial, the said def en ant, by counsel, duly 
excepted. Whereupon, it being demande of the said defenrl-
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ant, if anything for himself he had or knew to say why the 
Court should not here and now proceed to pronounce judg-
ment against him according to law, ahd nothing being offered 
or alleged in delay of judgment, the Court sentenced the 
said John Henry Mc Cann in the following words, to-wit: 
"You were indicted for an attempt to rape a young girl 8 
years old, you have had the counsel and advice, and your de-
fense has been conducted by one of the ablest lawyers in Vir-
ginia, and you have been tried by a jury of your peers, which 
jury, by its verdict, has found you guilty as charged in the 
indictment and has fixed your punishment at death. 
It now becomes my duty as Judge of this Court, to give 
effect to the verdict of the jury by imposing sentence on 
you. · 
I, the ref ore, sentence you to death and direct 
page 26 r that the Superintendent of the State Penitentiary, 
or some assistant, or assistants, designated by him, 
shall execute this judgment upon· you between sunrise and 
sunset on Friday, July 7th, 1939, within the confines of the 
Penitentiary of this State, by electrocution until ypu are 
dead. 
A·nd the prisoner was remanded to jail. 
And again: In the said Court on the 13th day of May, 
1939. 
This day came agahf the parties, and the defendant pre-
.sented his bills of exceptions, numbered 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, and 
it duly appearing in writing· that the Commonwealth harl 
been given proper notice of the time and place of presenting 
said bilJs of exceptions and the exhibits in this cause, said 
bills of exceptions were duly si~ned and made a part of thr-
record in this case, and the exhibits were duly authenticated 
and made part of the record, and said bills of exceptions 
and exhibits were forthwith lodged and filed with the Clerk 
of this Court. -
The following is the noti9e ref erred to in the foregoing or-
cjer: 
To the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
T.ake notice, that I will on the 13th day of May, 1939, at 
10 :00 A. M., present to the Judge of the Corporation Court 
of the· City of Norfolk, No. 2, in his courtroom, my· bills of 
exceptions and the exhibits in your case against me, lately 
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, pending· in that court, and in hich case, I was sen-
page 27 }- tenced to death, in order to ave said bills of ex-
ceptions and exhibits signe , authenticat~d an~ 
made part of the record in this case. 
Further take notice, that on the same day, at noon, I shall 
apply to the Clerk of the Corporation ltiourt of the City of 
Norfolk, No. 2, in his office, for· a tran\cript of the record 
in this case, in order to apply for a writl of error and super-
sedeas. 
JOHN HENR McCANN, 
By J.AS. G. M:AR IN, Counsel. 
Servfoe of above notice accepted, Apri 21, 1939 .. 
J. HOG TYLER, III, 
Asst. Commontealth 's Attorney. 
The exhibit referred to in the foregding order is- 1mdcr 
separate cover. 1 
The following ·are the bill~ of exceptio s referred to in the 
foregoing order: 
BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NUM ER ONE. 
Virginia: 
In the Corporation Court of the City f Norfolk, No. 2. 
I Commonwealth of Virg·inia, 
v. 
John Henry McCann. 
Be It Remembered, that on the trial of this case the 
following is the evidence d all the evidence 
page 28} which was introduced, and the xhibits herein men-
. tioned are identified by the J ge and made part 
of the record, and may be taken to the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia, to-wit: · 
page 29 } Note : At the request of cou sel for the def end-
ant the jury were excluded fro the conrtroQm and 
the following motion was ma,de: 
By Mr. Martin: The case of Common ealth against John 
Henry McCa1m is a case for attempted ra e by a colored man 
' 
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upon a little white girl. There are four other similar charges 
against the same man as to four other little white children. 
The case that comes up today is one of them and on behalf 
of the defendant, under Section 8 of the Constitution of Vir-
ginia and the Bill of Rights the defendant waives a jury and 
asks the concurrence of the Conunonwealth 's Attorney to this. 
We feel that in a case of this sort, with little white children 
involved and a negro man involved, that it is peculiarly a 
case where the court i~ better able to try the matter without 
any prejudice or passion than a jury would be under these 
circ1=1mstances, and therefore we most earnestly ask that the 
jury be waived and that the Commonwealth's Attorney con-
cur in the trial by the court. 
Mr. Arnold: The Commonwealth's Attorney does not con-
cur and requests trial by jury. 
Mr. Martin: The defendant saves the point as to non-con-
currence by the Commonwealth's Attorney. · 
The defendant then moves to quash the indict-
page 30 ~ ment in the case for today, the Jean Walker case, 
on the ground that it is no indictment at all but is 
an impossible combination of an information and a supposed 
indictment, which Your Honor will see by looking at it. I will 
emphasize that after Your Honor gets through reading it. 
This is a capital felony and this is a supposed indictmeut. 
I submit that it is not an indictment. There are several 
light lines run throug·h part of it here (indicating) This 
space is left entirely untouched by any cancellation of pen 
or pencil or anything whatever-about two-thirds or half of 
the language up bore-so that if you read the language np 
here, omitting the parts touched by cancellation, it would be, 
"BE IT-that-(Attorney is touched at the bott.om)-for the 
said City of Norfolk, and-in his person comes into-and 
upon the complaint in ·writing verified-a competent witness 
-on the-in the year 192-,' '-
And then the rest as vou see it. Now it mav be that this 
is intended as a cancellation of everything up there-when 
and how that was done I have no personal knowledge. But 
I submit that that is no paper upon which any man should 
be put to trial for his life under the laws of the Constitution 
of Virginia, and I move to quash the indictment 
page 31 ~ as bad on its face. 
The Court: There's no objection to that ·which 
follows the part which you have referred to 1 
Mr. Martin: Except, Your Honor, I maintain that it is 
bas·ed upon the part that precedes it nnd that if you cut this 
part that precedes it and go on the grand jury then you will 
not have it running in the name of the Commonwealth at all. 
I 
I 
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You've got to go to the top of the paper~the top of the pa-
per is not scratched out-the section over there. I the ref ore 
move to quash the fodictment; 
The Court : I overrule the motion. 
Mr. Martin: And the defendant saves the point for the 
reasons stated. They are the only mot}ons in the absence 
. of the venire. I . 
Thereupon the venire returned to the iourtroom and were 
sworn upon the voir dire. 
page 32 ~ The venire being examined ~pon the voir dire in 
groups of four, were asked crrtain questions by 
the court, and after each group had be~n examined by the 
Court they were questioned by Mr. Martin as follows: 
I 
,Of the first group of four, one of the fen ire in answer to 
a question by the Court answered that h would not convict 
a person of an offense punishable with d. · ath, whereupon, he 
was asked to stand aside. . · 
Mr. Martin: I would like· to ask, or havr Your Honor ask-
The Court: You may ask. 
Mr. Martin (addressing the remainin three of the first 
group) : Gentlemen, would you all give 1 fair trial to a col-
ored man charg·ed with attempted rape on a little white girl, 
without any passion or feeling against hi~' -give a fair trial 
according to the instructions of the Cour , without any feel-
ing against him f I 
(To which question each of the three atswered yes.) 
Mr. Martin (Addressing· the second g· oup of four): Do 
you gentlemen feel that you can give a olored man a fair 
and impartial trial, in a case charging an tempted rape upon 
a little white girl, without any passion r prejudice t 
(To which each of the four answered es.) 
l\fr. Martin (Addressing the third grou of four): Gentle-
men, do you feel that you coul give a colored man 
page 33 ~ a fair and impartial trial in .his case according 
to the instructions of the court !and the evidence-
against a little white girl on an attempte rape T 
(To which each of the four jurors ans" red .yes.) 
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Mr. l\!Iartiu·: (Addressing the fourth group of four): Are 
you gentlemen prepared to give this colored man a fair trial 
and obey the instructions of the Court, it being a case of at-
tempted rape claimed, by a colored man on a little white 
girlY 
(To which question each of the four jurors ans~ered yes.) 
Mr. Martin: (.Addressing the :fifth group of four): Gentle-
men, do you feel able to give an impartial trial in a case 
against a colored man for attempted rape on a little white 
girl, and to obey the instructions of the court? 
(To which qu~stion each of the four' jurors indicated yes.) 
The Court: Some of you just nodded your heads on the 
next to the last question that I asked you, namely, do you 
feel you could give the accused a fair and impartial trial ac-
cording to the law and the evidence. Gentlemen, is your an-
swer yes or no? 
(To which each of the four answered Yes''.) 
page 34 r · Thereupon the last juror, Ralph W. Tarkenton, 
was examined on the voir dire, and after being 
questioned by the Court was asked by Mr. Martin the ,fol-
lowing question: 
By Mr. Martin: You are prepared to give him a fair trial, 
according to the instructions of the Court, without any preju-
dice? 
A. I am. 
page 35 ~ MRS. DOROTHY WALKER, 
a witness for the Commonwealth, having been duly 
sworn, on oath testified as follows : · 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. You are l\frs. Dorothy Walker Y 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you are the mother of Jean Walker? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where do you live, Mrs. Walkerf 
. A. 955 Sheldon A venue. 
Q. In N orf oTh: ! 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And your little daughter Jean is ow old T 
A. She's seven. · .. 
Q. Mrs. Walker, has your little daught r made a complaint 
to you in the recent past regarding some hing_that happened 
to herY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When was that, if you recall T 
A. Well it was on the 13th of Februa y I believe. 
Q. Df this year f 
A. Yes, sir. 
· Mr. Martin: This averment is that it happened on the 15th 
of February, which is afterwards. 
The Court: The Commonwealth is not confined to the spe-
cific date alleged in the warra t. They can prove 
page 36 } any offense having taken pla before 'that time, 
in the close proximity. 
Mr. Martin: Then I presume the Co onwealth-the date -
is wrong in the indictment. fl ~ 
Mr. Arnold : I think the Court said the Commonwealth can 
prove any date prior to the date alleged, within the statutes. 
Mr. Martin: I would like to know whe er this evidence is 
offered to show a different date from th~t alleged. · 
The Court: I don't know that the ¢ommoriwealth will 
have to elect at this time. Aft.er part. a'least, perhaps all, 
of the evidence is in he carr then design te. 
Mr. Martin: We save the point for I e reasons argued. 
By Mr. Arnold: I 
Q. Mrs. Walker, did she tell you whert and what had oc-
curred on that occasion Y • -
Mr. Martin: We 'object to that as he rsay. 
The Court: You will have to lay the undation for that, 
Mr. Arnold, to bring it within the res stae. If it comes 
within the res ge~tae it would be all rig·h ; otherwise not. 
1 
• 
By Mr. Arnold: 
page 37 ~ Q. What time of day did she ake her complaint 
. to you on the 13th? 
A. About 6 :30 in the afternoon. 
Mr. Martin: May it be understood th t I am saving the 
point without continuing to interrupt Y . 
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The Court: Yes. There's no evidence at this time of the 
hour of the alleged assault. 
Mr. Arnold: No, sir. . 
The Court: I can't rule on the question of this evidence 
being a part of the res gestae until I know what time the as-
. sault is alleged to have taken place. · 
Mr. Arnold: We will withdraw this ·witness for the pres-
ent and go forward. (Addressing Mr. Martin:) The wit-
ness is with you at this time. I shall recall her. 
By Mr. Martfo: 
Q. \Vithout waiving the objections. "\Vhat was the child'': 
seventh birthday date 4/ 
A. The 24th of May of last year. 
Q. May, 1938, she was seven! 
Note: The witness nodded. 
page 38 ~ MRS. L. N. LINMAN, 
a witness for the Commonwealth, being duly sworn, 
on oath testified as follows : · 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. Will you Rtate your name f 
A. Mrs. L. N. Linman. 
Q. Where do you live f 
A. 951 Sheldon Avenue. 
Q. Do you know a little giri named Jean Walker? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you live anywhere in the neighborhood of where her 
family lives¥ 
A. Yes, s:ir, I live between the. mother and the grand-
parents of the child. 
Q. Do you recall seeing Jean Walker with a colored man 
any time recently in an old outbuilding¥ 
A. I didn't see him in the building. I saw him enter a 
lane on the side of a vacant house, but not in the building. 
Q. When was that? 
A. That was February 13th, at 6 :15 P. M. I saw him go 
with the child. 
Q. Will you just tell the jury what you saw lean Walker 
do-and tell your story? 
A. On the evening- of February 13th at 6 :15 I turned off 
my radio, went to the front door and saw two children, one 
child named Jean Walker, playing on the church steps, a dis-
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tance of between 90 ~nd 100·1 feet from my front 
page 39 } door; they were jumping off t}Je steps and climbing 
·back on. I saw a colored man! approach these chil-
dren, speak to the children and make a otion as if to leave 
the children, then retracted his steps and the children 
started down the street followed by the olored ·man. I saw 
him signal and motion to the children. They passed houses 
one, two, three-and four was a ya cant ouse. · They entered 
the lane between the fourth and fifth h uses-between four 
and five. I myself-as it was dark ant I wasn't positive, 
though I surm.ised-
Mr. Martin: I object to her surmising .. 
The Court: Don't state what you surtised. (Addressing 
the jury:) Disregard that. · 
The Witness (continuing): I follow d up this man. I 
started down my steps. At the third l10ise I met a man. I 
told him that I had seen a man-a color~d man-going with 
two children across the street, and askeu him to follow me, 
which he did. I proceeded across the s~rcet. I entered the 
lane, not between four and five but beh~een three and four. 
I walked for a distance of about-back to the rear end of 
the house on that side. I made three tri s back and forth. I 
placed my ear against the house. I list~ned there to deter-
mine if the children were actually in tha~ house. They were. 
When I heard the voice of Jean Walker pitifully pleading 
with that man to allow her to go home tb her mother I defi-
nitely knew- J 
page 40 ~ Mr. Martin: I object to wh~t she knew. 
The Court: Just state the facts. Don't state 
what you knew. Let the jury make their wn deductions from 
the facts. 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. You knew she was in the house? 
A. I listened. I heard the child repe t the words. Then 
I made the third trip out to the front f the house and I 
saw this man coming across the street a d I walked hack to 
where I heard the voice of this child, an I said-not know-
ing the name of the man-'' The child re are above me.'' 
Mr. Martin: I object to what she said to someone. 
The Witness: I'm just trying to tell t e truth. 
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The Court: We have certain rules of evidence which have 
to be observed. Was this statement made in the presence of 
the accused? 
The Witness : In the pi·esence of who? 
The Court: Of the negro man-the statement that you 
made to the man. 
The Witnes~: Was the statement that I-Oh, no, the col-
ored man was in the house up above me. 
Mr. Arnold: Her statement is only the fact that the girls 
were in the house. 
The Witness: They were in the house. 
The Court: Don't state what you said to some-
page 41 ~ one else. Sustain the objection. 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. You spoke to the man. What did you do and what did 
he dot 
A. He immediately entered the house and went upstairs~ 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Did you go with him? 
A. I remained outside. 
Mr. Martin: Then I object. 
A Juror:" She's talking about the white man. 
The Witness : Yes, not the colored man. 
~he Court: Don't state anything that you didn't see. If 
you saw him go upstairs-
The Witness : I saw him go upstairs. 
The Court: Then that's proper evidence. 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. How did he go in the house? 
A. Around on the side where I was. He went right in and 
went upstairs. Side entrance. 
Q. You could see in? 
(The ,witness nodded.) 
Q. You stayed there-and then what did you say happened 
after that! 
A. Just a few-a split second I might say-I 
page 42 ~ heard him say, '' pon 't move, ~ have you covered,'' 
-and I pressed my back agamst the house and I 
looked np; and a shot was fired and a man's form at a distance 
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of an arm's reach, in a stooped positi ,n, jumped from me 
with his back towards me. He immediat y landed on his feet, 
took about two steps and ran. I retu ed to the front of 
the house and met this man coming out with the children. 
By a Juror: 
Q. Which man f 
.A. The man ~ho had shot the colored in. 
By Mr. Martin: 
1
1 
Q. The white man7 
A. Yes, sir. 
By ~r. Arnold: I . · 
Q. You saw someone, following the .statement, "Don't 
move, I've got you covered,''- I 
A. Yes, I saw the man go upstairs an waited right there 
until he shot. •· · 
Q. And then you saw someone jump o t of the window! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Which window was that Y 
A. It was a window right above my head where I was 
standing-and as he fell-
Q. A first or second story window? 
A. Second story. 
page 43 r Q. White or colored l 
A. It was a colored man. 1 
Q. Was it light enough for youto see ]him? 
A. It was light enough for me to see e back of the man 
-because his back was towards me, n t his face. But I 
definitely saw his back. · 
Q. Was it light enough at that time t distinguish a col-
ored man from a white man? . · 
A. Oh, yes, absolutely. 
By a Juror: 
Q. Did he have a hat on when you sa him jump out of 
the window? 
A. He had nothing on-just his fuzz head, and minus 
his coat. 
Q. You could see his kinky head Y 
A. Yes, and minus his coat. 
I 
By Mr. Arnold: 1 
· Q. You say he landed on his feet. ~at did he do 7 
I 
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A. He took two steps and just went towards the back of 
the house. 
Q. Did you stay there until the parties in the house came 
ouU 
·A. I walked right to the front door and saw the white man 
bringing down the two children. 
Q. Who was coming· out of the house 1 
page 44 r A. Do you want me to name the gentleman f A. 
man named Humphries, and Jean ·walker and Car-
roll. 
Q. But you didn't recognize the colored man¥ 
A. Not from the front, no, sir. 
By the Court: 
Q. Could you g·ive any general description, as to his height 
-whether he was large or slenderf , 
A. The best description I can give is to repeat what I gave 
the police. A medium sized man weighing· not over 160-
less than 160 pounds, very dark complected. That's all I 
could give. 
CROSS EXAl\ITNATION. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Mrs. Linman, I understood from you that both little 
girls went in the house. 
A. Yes. 
Q. And both little girls came out of the house with the 
white gentleman you just mentioned-Mr. Humphries you 
just named! 
A. Yes, sir. 
By a Juror: 
Q. May I ask a question? 
The Court: Yes. But ( addressing the witness), dou 't an-
swer until we see if there is any objection. 
By the Juror: · 
Q. You didn't see tl1c man's f ace-jusL the 
pa~:e 45 ~ back? Yon didn't see the front of him f 
A. I've already answered that. 
The Coutt: Answer it again. 
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.l'l.. He wasn't facing me at any tim1'· About an arm's 
length from me-in the back; but at no time did I see his 
face. 
MRS. DOROTHY vV ALl,ER, 
a witness for the Commonwealth, being thereupon recalled, 
on oath testified as follows: 
By ~fr. Arnold: ! 
Q. Mrs. Walker, you said, I believe, it fas 6 :30 when your 
little daughter reported something to you¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
(J. I will ask you to tell the jury what she reported. 
Mr. Martin: I submit that's hearsay. 
1.1he Court: What was the question? Repeat the ques-
tion. · 
Mr. Arnold: I asked her to tell the jlJlry what complaint 
her little child made to her. I # 
The -Court ( addressing the witness) : You can testify that 
a complaint was made, but the particulats of the complaint 
cannot be proved. You can testify that 3-1our child, if in fact 
it did, made a complaint, but the particulars of that 
page 46 ~ complaint cannot be related. J 
Mr. Arnold : Your Honor rules she can't say 
she complain9d of whaU I 
The Court : She can't repeat the languag·e. 
Mr. Arnold: But that she complained.L 
The Court: In general terms she can! say the complaint 
was made. The language which the cou ·t used is that the 
particulars of the complaint cannot be r ated .. 
Mr. Martin: And I am saving the p int on any report 
made, may it please the Court. 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. Mrs. Walker, I don't want you to s y what your little 
child said to you. I do want you to tell ·ust what she com-
plained of happening, if anything happe d to her. 
A. Well, whfm I saw hP.r it was :fifte minutes after it 
happened. 
Q. What was her physical condition? 
A. Nervous and awfully upset; and sh told me just what 
had happened to her. 
Q. What did, she say had happened to h r? Had somebody 
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taken something away from her, or done something to hed 
A. Well, she said this colored man had taken her in a house, 
and what he had tried to do she told me. 
Mr. Martin: We object to any more than that. 
page 47 ~ The Court: That's all. 
Mr . .Arnold: Witness '':..ith you. 
Mr. Martin: No questions. 
JEAN WALKER, 
a witness for the Commonwealth, thereupon took the witness 
stand. 
Mr.· Arnold: I would like for the child's mother to be 
present with her when she is in the courtroom. 
Mr. Martin: No objection to that if she isn't right with 
her. . 
The Court: Bring· her in. I think in the case of a child 
of tender years her mother ought to be permitted to be pres-
ent. - _ 
Mr. Martin : I would like the little girl to be examined 
on the voir dire as to competence, which I think we ought 
not to do with the jury present. 
Note : The jury was thereupon excluded in the custody 
of the Sergeant. 
By the Court: 
Q. I will examine her. Can you tell me what your name 
is Y 
A .. Jean. 
Q. Your last name? 
page 48 ~ A. Walker. 
Q. Jean, how old are you? 
A. Seven. 
Q. You like chewing gum, don't you T 
(The child laughed.) 
Q .• T ean, do you go to school Y 
.. A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What grade are you in Y 
A. High second. • 
Q. What do you study in high second? 
A. We study tables and arithmetic. 
r--_ 
_ ,
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Q. What else? 
.A.. And reading. · I . 
Q. Can you tell me the name of youti teacher Y 
A. Miss Bonney. 
1 Q. What's the name of your schooU 
A. John Goode. · 
Q. And where is the John Goode Sch ol located Y 
A. On Claiborne and Reservoir. 
Q. Jean, do you make pretty good m rks in your school f 
A. Yes, sir. . 
1 Q. Do you know what year this Y 1 
A. Yes, sir. . · · J 
Q. What year, is iU I 
A. March. j 
page 49 ~ Q. That's the month. Do YiOU know what -year 
it is, I 
A. It's spring. 1 · 
Q. Do you know what day of the weei this isf 
A. Yes, sir, it's Wednesday. 
Q. Now do you go to church sometime, 7 
A. Most of the time. 
Q. Do you also go to Sunday School? -
A. Yes, sir. ~ 
-Q. Do they teach you about God at Su ay School? _ 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Do they teach Y_ ou what happens to ood little girls and 
what happens to bad little girls 1 
A .. Yes, sir. · 1: . Q. What do you think happens to go d little girls T 
A. If they are good all the time, when they die they go to 
heaven. · --
Q. Suppose they're not good; suppos they are bad and 
tell stories-don't tell the truth-what h ppens Y 
A. When they die they go to the bad man and he burn~ 
them up. 
Q. Do you know what the Bible is? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Whose book is thatf 
A. God's. 
Q. Now if you put your ha d on the Bible and . 
page 50 ~ say that you will tell the trut and fail to tell the 
truth would you be acting in a bad· way or 4i, a 
good wayY 
A. In a good way. 
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Q. Now if.you told the truth would you be acting in a good 
way or a bad way Y 
A. A good way. 
Q. And if you didn't tell the truth would you be acting 
in a good way or a bad way t 
A. Bad. 
Q. Tell me; when you are at home and when your mother 
asks you about what you have done and what you have seen, 
do you always tell'her the truth Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 4re you going to tell the truth when we ask you some 
questions here today 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You aren't going to tell a story! 
A. Noi sir, 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. I would like to ask her a question or two. Little girl, 
you say you are going to tell exactly the truth! You aren't 
going to try to harm an old colored man by telling what 
isn't true! 
A. No., sir. 
Q. And if you don't tell the truth you know it 
page 51 ~ would be bad, don't you? You know you ought to 
tell the truth! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Martin: No more questions. 
The Court: I think she's qualified. 
Mr. Martin: We save the point and claim she is not quali-
fied on the voir dire. 
THEREUPON the jury returned to the courtroom. 
By the Court ( addressing Jean Walker) : 
Q. Have you ever been in coul't before Y 
.A. No., sir. 
The Court: Well it's about the same as your own home 
except there are more people here. There's nothing for you 
to be frightened about. 
THEREUPON the witness was sworn and on oath testi-
fied as follows : 
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The Court: These g·entlemen are goipg to ask you some 
questions, and if you don't know the a!·swers to the ques-
tions that they ask you just say so, but if you do know the· 
answers then answer the questions in yol r own way as best 
you can. 
1 
By ]\fr. Arnold: I 
Q. Tell these g·entlemen, Jean, where tou live. 
A. I live at 955 Sheldon Avenue. I 
Q. Where do you play when you 're out of school and play-
ing! · 
page 52 ~ A. I play on the street. 
Q. Do you live near any chutch, Jean Y 
A. Yes, sir. I 
Q. What is that church named Y 
A. Hope Chapel. 
Q. What name did you say? 
A. Hope Chapel. 
Q. Do you ever play over there Y j 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who do you play with? What litt~e girls do you play 
with? · I 
.li. Gloria-and Carroll-and Betty-r· nd Dot. 
Q. Are there any vacant houses aroun near that church Y 
A. Not near-but some are, yes, sir. 
Q. How far? i 
A. Three houses down. ! 
Q. Have you ever been in that house? J 
A. I haven't been in there since the cqlored man took me. 
That's the first time I went. I 
Q. ·when was that? 
A. On Monday. 
Q. How long ago? 
A. February 15th. 
Q. What date? 
A. The 15th. 
page 53 ~ Q. Now what time of day id· you go in that 
house? 
A. In the evening. 
Q. Was it light or dark at that time? 
A. Light. 
· Q. Who went in the house with you Y 
A. Carroll and the colored man and m self. 
Q. Jean, how did you happen to go in the house with the 
colored man? 
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A. He said, ''DC> you want a dollar". 
Q. Where were you when he said thaU 
A. In the churchyard. 
Q. What did you tell him Y 
A. He was on the church· lawn too. 
Q .. What did you tell him when he said, "Do you want a 
dollar"? 
A. I said yes. 
Q. Why did he want to give you the dollart Did he tell 
you? 
A. Yes, sir. He says, "Go to the third house down and 
get the coal and I'll give it to you". 
Q. Did you go there into the house Y 
A. I went all the way down and peeped in the window. · 
Q. You say you went down? 
A. I went down to the last house. 
Q. Who went with you? 
page 54 ~ A. Carroll. 
Q. The other little girl Y 
• A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you g·ot down to the house what did you do Y 
A. I peP.ped in the window and <iidn 't see anything and 
came back and told him we didn't see it. 
Q. Who was the man yon told that tot 
A. A colored man. 
Q. Then what did you do? 
A. He said, ''That's the house right here.'' 
Q. Then what Y 
A. We went in the sidP. lane and he put us through the 
window. 
Q. You WP.nt in the side lane Y Who went in the side lane? 
A. I and Carroll and the colored man. 
The Court (addressing Mr. Arnold): Suppose you repeat 
what she says. after her so we can all hear. , 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. You and Carroll and the colored man went in the lane? · 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. After you got in the lane what did you do then t. 
A. He put me in the window first and then he put Carroll 
in the window and then he got in. 
page 55 ~ Q. He put you in the window first and then he 
put Carroll in the window and then he got in the 
I ,.-,·m• 
·: . J.\, I·, window. 
( 
I 
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I By a ,Juror: ! 
Q. Was it open or did he have to rai~e the window! 
A. The window was broke out. I 
Q. That was an old vacant house? · . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. After he got in the window what d you do then Y 
By Mr. Arnold: · J 
A. We started looking for the coal and couldn't find any. 
Q. Then what did you do Y I 
A. Then he kept us in there ; he took 1us upstairs. · 
Q. He kept us in there and took us URstairs f • 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you got upstairs what did y u do? 
A. We didn't find any coal so he took s in the front room 
upstairs. 
Q. You didn't find any coal so he to k you in the front 
room. When he took you in the front ro m what did he do f 
· A. He told me to pull down my pants. I 
Q. What did you doY 
A. I pulled them down. i! . 
Q. Then what did you do? 
A. He told me to lay on th floor. 
page 56 } . Q. What did you do about iaU . 
A. I laid on the floor. . 
Q. Then what did you dot 1 
A. Then he took off his coat and unb lttoned his pants.-. 
Q. And unbuttoned his pants! What ! id he do to you T 
A. He got on top of me. 
Q. And where was the other little gir then Y . 
A. She was standing there. He told her to stay in the 
corner. 
Q. And he unbuttoned his pants, and 
A. He got on top of me. 
Q. When he got on top of you what 
A. He struck a. match and looked at e. 
Q. Then what did he do 7 
A. And then he got on top of me. 
Q. Did he hurt you or not 7 
A. No, sir. 
Q. He didn't hurt you 7 
A. No, sir. 
Q. When he was on top of you what d d he dot. 
A. He struck a match and scratched e two places. 
Q. Where did he scratc~ you? 
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A. One right there and one next to it. 
Q. Right there (indicating) and next to iU 
A. In my stomach. 
page 57 r Q. In your stomach on that side, and one on 
that sidet 
A. One on this side and one on the next. 
Q. Where was your dress then? 
A. It was pulled up. 
Q. And your pants 1 
A. They were down. 
Q. Did you see him have anything besides his hands¥ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. How long did he stay on top of you, Jean? 
A. I don't know. 
Q·. Now what did he do after that? 
A. I forgot to tell you. I started to say I didn't want 
any money, I wanted to go home ,and he started to choke me 
and he stuck a knife up here and said, '' Be quiet.'' 
The Court: Repeat that-what she said. 
Mr. Arnold: She said she told him she didn't want any 
money, she wanted to go home, and he started to choke her 
and then stuck a lmif e there and told her to keep quiet. 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. Now Jean, what did you tell him then 1 
A. I kept quiet then. 
Q. Why! 
A. Because I didn't want him to kill me. 
page 58 ~ By a Juror: 
Q. Were you afraid he was going to kill you'! 
A. He said, '' If you don't shut up I '11 kill you so you '11 
never see your mamma and daddy again. 
Q. So you '11 never see your mamma and daddy any more Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
By the Court : 
Q. Were you crying then? 
A. No, sir. 
Bv a .Turor: 
· Q. You weren't crying 1 
A. After be did that I closed my mouth real tight so if I 
started to crying-
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By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. I didn't hear that. 
A. I closed my mouth real tight so he wouldn't see I was 
crying when I star·ted to crying again. 
Q . .So he wouldn't see you were cryin if you started cry-
ing again? l A. Yes, sir. . . 
Q. Why? • . . 
A. Because I wanted to go home. 
Q. Jean, what else did he do while he as on top of you 7 
A. He looked at me. 
Q. And what else. 
page 59 ~ The Court: I didn't hear tqat. 
Mr. Arnold (repeating): He looked at me. 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. What else· did he do Y 
A. Then Mr. Humphries ~ame up thert and says, "Stand 
where you are,'' and he got off top of ~ and ran, and Mr. 
Humphries shot twice and he jumped off tTue roof and ran, and 
when Mr. Humphries got up there I says,J'Pleasedon't shoot 
me,'' and I got U:p and ,pulled my pants u ; and when he says 
'' Stand where you are'' me and Carroll th~ught it was another 
colored man. . · I 
Q. Where was the man when Mr. Humpijries came up there? 
A. Still on top of me. · I 
Q. How was he on top of you? I · 
A. Like you had all four-he had twd knees on the side 
· of my knees and his hands was side of 1e too. 
Q. Where were his hands? 
A.· Beside me. 
The Court : Repeat that. · 
Bv Mr. Arnold: 
w Q. He had his two knees beside you a d his hands beside 
youT 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And how were your legs, .Jean 7 
A. My legs were on the flo-o 
page 60: }- Q. And how 'did you have th m? 
gings on. 
A. I had thAm as wide as I c ulc;I; I had my leg-
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Q. As wide as you could because you had your leggings 
on? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What kind of leggings did you have V 
A. Brown with a zipper. Brown here and didn't zip down 
here. · 
Q. And with your leg·gings on you you had your legs-
A. They were on me and I pulled them down, 
Q. And your legs were open as wide as you could get 
them? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Why? 
A. Because he told me to open wide. 
Q. And the places that he hurt you are on each side of 
vour stomach Y 
~ A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. · 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Little girl, I think you said he struck a match to look 
at you? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he strike one or two matches? 
page 61 ~ A. One. 
Q. You say he scratched you here about your 
waistline! 
A. Around here. 
By a Juror: 
Q. It must have been rather dark in this house, wasn't it t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Bv Mr. :M:artin : 
~Q. Little girl, di.d the doctor see you that nighU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was the doctor? 
A. I don't know. 
Mr. Martin : That's all. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. Jean, when the colored man was on top of you what 
did he say to yon f 
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.A. He didn't say anything. I . 
Q. Did he ask you anything? I 
A. He said does this ever happen to you, and I said no, 
sir. He said had this ever been happened to you, and I said 
no, sir. I . 
By a ,Turor: I 
Q. May I ask a question Y I would 1~m to know whether 
the weight of his body was f you or was he on 
page 62 } all fours-on his hands and ees. · 
A. He was on his hands an knees. , 
Q. He ·tlidn 't do anything like lay thei weight of his body 
down on top of you T I 
A. No, sir. 
By Mr. Arnold: j Q. When.he told you to open your leg wide did he or not 
put anything between your legs? 
... ~. No., sir. 
Q. He didn't put anything between thi.mY . 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did he put his hands between the1f 
A. Yes, sir, he did. 
Q. Did what? .. · 
. A. Put his hands on me. ! 
Q. Where? i 
A. Down low; when I pulled my pant1 down he put them 
on me. . .I Q. Whereabouts on you: did he put his hands Y 
.A. On my legs, down in here. 
Q. In here between your legs? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Arnold: That's all. 
Mr. Martin : No more questions. 
pag·e 63 } By the Court: 




A. Yes, sir. 
Q·. You went up on the second floor? 
(The witness nodded.) 
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DR. ,JAMES V .. WOODLEY, 
a witness for the Commonwealth, being duly sworn, on oath 
te~tified -as f _p)Jows: 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. Give your name, doctor f 
A. James V. Woodley, Resident physician, St. Vincent's 
Hospital. 
Q. This little girl here-you examined her Y 
A. Yes, sir.· 
· Q. Do you recall the date f 
A. February 13th. 
Q. What ,was the result of your examination f 
A. There were a few bruises on her abdomen-the lateral 
aspect-both sides of the abdomen. 
Q. Both sides f 
A. ·Yes. 
- Q. Any abrasions, doctor Y 
A. There were-well, no, not exactly; bruises. 
page 64 } Q. Any evidence of penetration Y 
A. No evidence of penetration. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
,By Mr. Martin: 
Q. The police brought her there that night to you Y 
A. Yes, sir. , 
Q. And yon made a thorough examination of -the child Y 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. And f9und a couple of bruises on her abdomell about 
opposite her naveU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q·. And that's all 7 -
A. That's all. r • 
By the Court: 
Q. That was on what date? 
_ A. February 13th . 
• TEAN WALKER, 
!' 
being thereupon recalled by the Court, testified as follqws·: 
By the Court: · 
Q. Jean, did you state in your examination what day of 
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A. Monday. 
Q. YOU 're sure of that, are rou? 
page 65 ~ A. Yes, sir. I . · 
· Q. If Monday was the 13thTthe second Monday 
in February-would this have happeneo; on the 13th or the 
15th? j A. The 13th; I for got. . · 
SERGEANT WILLIAM rOODS, · 
a witness for. the Commonwealth, being uly sworn, on oath 
testified as follows : 
By Mr. Arnold: 1
1 
_ 
Q . .State your name? 
A. William Woods, Norfolk Police D!partment. 
Q. Did you as a police officer make an examination of the 
place on Sheldon Avenue February 13thlY . 
· A. Yes, sir. J-. 
Q. In your examination did you find anrthing in the houseT 
A. Yes, sir, a coat. j 
Q. Did you find anything in the coat 7 
A. There was a letter in the inside pf ket of the coat, .a .. 
dirty envelope addressed to John H. cCan, 909 Church 
Street. 
Q. I want you to look at this (producin a coat). Now you 
tell the jury just where you found this and what the circum-
stances were connected with it. ] · 
A. I don't know what time it was, bu~ I was at home-I 
had got off and was at home ep.ting, and the r.adio 
page 66 ~ dispatcher called me and tol me to go over to 
7 42 Sheldon A venue, there'd been a rape com-
mitted. 
Mr. Martin: We' object to that. 
The Court (addressing the jury): Di regard that. (Ad-
dressing the witness) : You can state t at you were called, 
but don't state what he told you about hat the crime had 
been. 
A. I went to 742 Sheldon Avenue an went upstairs to 
the-through the back-and in the fron room upstairs in 
the corner I found this coat spread out ·n the floor. 
Bv a Juror: 
·Q. Did you have to climb in the windo Y 
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A. No, I went around the lane, and the house is in a run-
down condition and there was no porch on the back at all; 
the foundation is there' but there was no porch. I walked to 
one of the back windows and walked across one of the beams 
at the side of the porch to the back door and went through 
the back door. 
Q. You could open iU 
A. The back door was open. No windows in the house-
most of the windows gone·: I went upstairs and went into 
the, not the front room but the room next to the front room 
right at the head of the stairs, and then went through the door 
into the front room of the house. This coat was lying on the 
floor, between the wall and the fireplace or mantel-
page 67 } piece, with the top of it laying just like that, with 
the neck over towards the wall. I picked the coat 
up and this envelope was in the inside pocket of the coat. 
Q. Did you have to put your flashlight on to see the en-
velope? 
A. Yes, sir, it was dark. I put the flashlig·ht on and seen 
the envelope and took it downstairs, and Inspector Petty 
and Captain Miller were there and I turned the envelope over 
to them and held on to the coat and with the thought that 
he might come back we stayed in the house and waited. He 
never showed up, so I turned the coat over to the proper au-
thorities. 
By Mr. Arnold: 
·Q. The name on that envelope is what? 
A. John H. McCan, 909 Church StrP.et. 
Mr. Arnold: I would like to introduce these in evidence. 
Note: The said coat and envelope were thereupon filed in 
evidence, the envelope being marked "Exhibit A". 
Q. Do you know John H. McCan when you see him? 
A. I do know him after being identified in the police sta-
tion. I didn 't know him until then. 
Q. Who is he? 
A. This boy sitting right there-this man (in-
page 68 } dicating the accused.) 
Mr. Martin : No questions. 
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H. W. HUMPHRIE , 
a witness for the Commonwealth, being duly sworn, on oath 
testified as follows: 
Bv Mr. Arnold: 
hQ. Will you state your name? 
A. H. W. Humphries. 
Q. Where do you live! 
. A. 945 Sheldon Avenue. 
Q. Where do you work? 
A. I work for the people at the 25th Street garage. 
Q. Did you have occasion to go withs me lady to a vacant 
building near your residence there 1 . 
.A. Did I have occasion-yes, sir. I 
Q. When was that? Do you recall? 
A. That was on Monday, about 6 :15. [ 
Q. Will you just tell these gentlemen why you went to that 
building and what took place T 
Bv the Court: 
· Q. Do you lrnow what day of the month it was? 
A. February 13th. I was working of my automobile in 
front of my house and a lady comes up toi me and asks me did 
I Ree a color~d fellow go by 'fith some little cbil-
page 69 ~ dren and up side a vacant hopse. I told her No. 
She said, ''Well I did-they we
1 
nt up side a vacant 
house-" 
Q. Can you talk a little louder so everybody can hear you? 
A. I was working on my automobile in front of my house 
and a lady come up and asked me-says, '' Did you see a 
rolored fellow go by with a couple of chi ren and go up side 
this vacant house?" I said No. She sai , ''Well he went up 
side the vacant house-he's up to someth · g." I said, ''Wait 
a minute,'' and I went in the house and got. my gun; and I 
come back out and goes on over there oes up side of the 
house and listens, and I didn't hear any lling and I goes on 
in this house, and creeps up the stairs, and when my head 
g-ets up oven with the floor I looks throu h to the room and 
I sees a form and it was a man on his al -fours. Well I had 
my g-un with me but I was scared to sh ot because I knew 
there wai;; childrP.n in there, and I com anded him to stay 
where he was, that I bad him covered, a d he makes a leap 
like-something· like a f rog-throngh tl1 door-I was right 
side the door, so I tires at him twice-a d he g·oes through 
the window-jumps through the window. 
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By a Juror: 
Q. At the side of the house or the front of the house t 
A. Side. 
Q. In the same room he was in, or had to go through in 
another room f 
page 70 ~ A. He goes through another room. 
By the Court: 
Q. That was the second floor Y 
A. Second floor, yes, sir, upstairs. 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. After you fired he jumped through the door and disap-
peared. What did you dot 
A. I goes in the other part of the house. I didn't see 
;him jump out of the window, but it was the only way he could 
get out and I couldn't locate hi~ and I comes back down with 
ihe children. 
Q. When you shot and he jumped what did you see, if any-
thing, following that in the room where he was Y 
A. Two children. 
Q. Where were theyf 
A. Right where he came up off of them; right where he 
left them there. 
By Mr. Taylor: 
Q. Wasn't the child standing upf Did you see the children 
standing up or lying down T 
A. Yes,· sir. 
Q. Which f. Lying down or standing up Y 
.A. Standing up. 
Q. Both of them Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q . .You didn't see the negro lying prostrate on a 
page 71 ~ child Y 
A. I seen him on his all-fours. He wasn ;t lay-
ing flat. I couldn't see anything but him when I looked. 
· Q. His body was in the way of seeing the children f Is 
that iU 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Arnold: _ 
· Q. Did you or not see the child get up from the floor T 
A. No, sir, I didn't see the child get up from the floor, be-
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cause my eyes was on this man. When did look they were 
up. 
Q. Did you see the child's clothes or nything there Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you look Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What did you do, Mr. Humphries 7 
A. That was all I did-what I've jus said. 
Q. Did you bring the children down ii th you? 
A. The children came down ahead of mi-just a little ahead 
of me-they didn't wait for me. 1' 
CROSS EXAMIN.ATI N. 
By Mr. Martin: 
·Q. Mr. Humphries, I understand that "JiOU didn't see either. 
of the children until after you fired? 
A. I didn't . 
. Q. And after you fired and the man got away 
page 72 ~ you looked in the rest of the ouse and found he 
was gone? 
.A. That's right. 
Q . .And then went back and found the two children about 
where you had seen the man? 
A. I seen the children when he went t rough. 
Q. Before you hunted the rest of thel upstairs but after 
you had shot Y 
A. Yes, sir. 1 
Q. .And when you saw them they were both standing up in 
the room, were they not 7 
A. That's right. 
By a .Turor: 
·Q. Was the little girl's dress in prop r shape when you 
saw her? 
A. It was too dark for me to see th . I couldn't tell 
whether he was white or black or how dar he was, and it was 
too dark for me to see anything like that 
Q. You don't know whether her clothe were disarranged 
or not? 
A. I do not. 
Q. Was she cryingf 
A. I couldn't tell who she was until I g t out of the house. 
Q. Was the little girl crying? 
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A. No, sir, she was frightened. She asked me not to kill 
her. I said, ''I'm not after you, I'm after the man.'' 
page 73 ~ By Mr. Martin: 
Q. She asked you that after you had fir.ed twice Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Martin: That's all . 
• JEAN WALKER, 
being thereupon recalled, testified as follows : 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. I just want to. ask her one question. Jean, when you_ 
were talking to the colored man about getting the coal was it 
light or dark? 
A. It was light-a little bit light. 
Q. After he left you in the house and Mr. Humphries got 
you, did you ever see the colored man after that~ 
A. After he lifted us in the house I saw him, but after he 
jumped out the window I didn't see him any more. 
Q. Some time after that did you ever see him downtown 
here anywhere Y 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you ever seen him since? 
A. No,. sir. 
Q. You haven't ever seen him sincef 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You wouldn't know him if you saw him t 
A. Yes, sir, I would know him if I saw him ag·ain. 
Q. Did you ever seen him again Y 
page 7 4 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When was that? · 
A. When he was in the court-the other courthouse. 
Q. And did you recognize him then? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And who was th~ man you saw then Y 
A. A colored man. 
' Q. Was that the same man you were talking to about get-
ting the coal? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you seen him anywhere today? 
A. Yes, sir, I saw him in here. 
Q. Whereabouts f 
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A. Sitting in a chair. 
Q. In a chair Y 
A. Right beside you. 
.J e00. W al,ker. 
Mr . .Arnold: Answer Mr. Martin. 
Mr. Martin: No questions. 
Mr. Arnold: We rest. 
I 
· THEREUPON Mr. Martin· requested that the jury be ex-
cluded in or. der that he might make a ~ 1otion, and the jury 
retired from the courtroom. · 
Mr. Martin : I move to st ike the evidence as 
page 75 } to an attempted rape on the round that there's. 
not enough evidence to suppor~ any verdict on the 
ground of attempted rape and not evide ce sufficient to ob-
tain one. On the contrary, the · evidenc shows the re'\Terse 
I think. The juror's question was a v ry apt one as to 
whether any weight was put upon the ·1a and also as to 
whether. anything touched the child exce t .the hands of the 
accused. to which the answer was No. 
The Court: I don't think there's an foundation in the 
e·vidence for the motion. The main quJ1stion, of course, in 
this matter is the intent. In the fi.rst pl ce, that is a ques-
tion which is conspicuously one for the jury after hearing 
all th«3 evidence. In the second place, i, there had been a 
penetration, even the slightest, the accused. would not be .. tried 
for attempted rape but for the substantive· offense itself. 
The law in Virginia I think is well settle -that 'if there was 
quo animo in the mind of the accused wh n he enticed; when 
he took the children to the house-if he d d it with the intent 
to commit rape on the child and did an act in furtherance 
of that intent which was the beginning of t e consummation of 
·· the act, then I think the offens would be complete. 
page 76 } I therefore overrule. 
Mr. Martin: Save the poin. 
THEREUPON the jury returned to. t e courtroom._ 
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JOHN HENRY McCANN, 
the defendant, being thereupon duly sworn on oath testified 
as follows: 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. John, talk kind of loud so we can all hear you. Y om· 
name is John Henry McCann, isn't it t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How old are you Y 
:A.. Sixty-two the 16th of last past December. 
Q. Where were you born °l 
A. Columbia" South Carolina. 
Q. When did you come to Norfolk this last time T 
A. The 14th of December, 1939-1938. 
Q. .And you came from Boston, didn't you f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had you been in the penitentiary up at Boston before 
you came to Norfolk T 
. A. Just released on the 7th of December, 1938. 
Q. You got out of the penitentiary in BostonY 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long had you been in there f 
A. Eight years-practically eight years. 
page 77 ~ Q. Are you married Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where is your wife? 
A. Boston, Massachusetts. 
Q. After you came down to Norfolk did yon get any job! 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you walk around the streets¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now about this little girl-did you see some little girls f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I will first ask you about this little Jean Walker child 
up in 'the house in Brambleton. 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You asked her to go in the house f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tell these gentlemen rig·ht over there exactly what you 
asked her to go in the house for-what you wanted her to 
do. 
A. My desire was not to harm her. You see, I had just 
come from Massachusetts being seven years in upon the 
same thing-not actually-or the same thing-and I had 
suffered and I lost all hopes of life, and I wanted just to 
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look at the girls in a practical way to s e was it any chance 
to have any gTo,vi1 man do, enetrate a child the 
page 78 ~ way I had just suffered for fbr years. But I had 
preferred to take a picture b$ck to Massachusetts 
to appear before the board of the medfr· al society to verify 
-whether such a thing could happen. Now I don't know 
whether I can impress that on you juV;ors' minds but God 
knows that's what I motived. I don't lknow whether I can 
impress it on you jurors' minds, and I fhouldn 't. want to if 
it wasn't true. I just wanted to find out. While I was in 
Massachusetts I had a little opportunity to try to study up 
on education, which I had never had a phance to get in my 
life, and I have looked over some medicat books and different 
sciences and different things, and through my discovery 
there's many people going around had ibeen accused of the 
same thing-but I have neyer had any iqea at all except as a 
medical science to see if it was possible for it to happen-al-
though I don't like to contradict anyone'! word unless I have 
found out for myself first 
Q. When 1rou took this little .Tane 1 alker girl into the 
house, did you or not have any intentioi1 to rap.~ her-enter 
h~d 
A. Not the slightest bit. ) 
Q. Did you ever enter her? . 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. Did you ever unbutton your pans and try to enter 
l1ed I . 
A. No, sir, the only piece of my clot~~s I ~oved was my 
coat. That's it right there. I 
page 79 ~ By a Juror: 
Q. What did you remove t at for? 
A. I asked her to lay down on the or so I could look 
At her. 
By Mr. Martin: 
Q. Did you do any more than look at er! 
A. That's all. I spread my coat on he floor and asked 
her to lay down on it, and she laid do , and I told her to 
open her leg·s and she opened her legs-p lled her pants down 
and opened her legs-and I got down on all fours and struck 
a match and looked at her. Just abou that time someone 
says, '' Stay where you are,'' and fired shot, and I ran to 
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" 
the other room and out the window on the roof and dowri.' 
That's all that happened. 
Mr. Martin: Answer Mr. Arnold. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. You say you wanted to know if a man could penetrate 
8 ~frlf 
A. No, sir, I wanted to know how could that such thing 
be done. 
- . Q. ·That was in your mind f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And I understood you to say that you got down on 
all fours? 
page 80 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And where was the girU 
A. She was laying down on my coat . 
. Q. And you on your all-fours over top of her? 
A. No, sir, off on the side. 
Q. You struck a match to look at her? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And just about that time somebody said, '' Stay where 
you are; I've got you covered''¥ 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. What did you do Y 
A. Jumped and ran. 
Q. What caused you to jump and run away from being down 
on all-fours on that child? 
A. I realized somebody else was present besides me. 
Q. Somebody stepped in on top of you-that's why you ran 
-you realized that somebody had stepped in on you? 
A. I don't get your meaning. 
Q. That's what caused you to jump and run Y 
A. I don't get your meaning--=-stepped in on me. 
Q. I don't get yours either. I asked you if that wasn't 
what caused yon to jump and run from on top of that girl. 
A. · Well I didn't want to be caught. 
Mr. Arnold: That's all. 
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page 81} RE-DIRECT EX.A.MINAfION. 
By Mr. Martin: - 1 Q. Did you threaten the child with an knife or threaten to 
hurt her in any way? 
A. No, sir; I ~ffered her money. · 
I 
]\fr. Martin: He's with you. · 
Mr. Arnold: No questions. 
Mr. Martin: We rest. 
THEREUPON the jury was excludef and the Common-
wealth offered its Instruction, as followsi: 
"The Court instructs the Jury that an\ attempt in criminal 
law is an apparent unfinished crime and rence is compounded. 
by two elements, via: -
(1) The intent to commit the crime. . 
(2) A direct act done towards its cmpmission but falling 
short of its ultimate design. t 
It need not, therefore be the last p oximate act to the 
consummation of the crime in contempl tion but it is suffi-
cient, if it be an act apparently adopted ~o produce the. result 
intended. 1 
The Courf further .instructs the juryli that if the believe 
from the evidence beyond a reasonable doubt, that the ac-
cused, with the purpose and intent of having ~arnal 
page 82 } knowledge of Jean Walker, sl~e then being a child 
under the age of fourteen (lJ) years, committed 
an overt act toward the accomplishment of such purpose which 
was of such a character apparently ado ted to produce the 
result intended, then they should find t e accused guilty of 
an attempt to commit rape, even thoug they may further 
believe that he subsequently voluntarily abandoned his . pur- . 
· pose and did no further act towards its accomplishment." 
Which said instruction was granted b the Court, and the 
defendant excepted, as follows : 
"The defendant objects and excepts o the action of the 
Court in granting the instruction offer "d by the Common-
wealth, on the ground that there is not ufficient evidence to 
support it in each of its parts.'' 
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THEREUPON 'the defendant offered his Instruction Num-
ber 1, as follows : 
'' The Court instructs the jury that it is the duty of the 
jury to weigh the evidence in this case cautiously and with-
out prejudice or passion.'' · 
Which said instruction was granted by the Court. 
THEREUPON the defendant offered his Instruction Num-
ber 2, as follows : · 
"The court instructs the jury that unless t]l.ey believe from 
the evidence beyond all reasonable doubt that the 
page 83 } defendant had the actual intent to in fact pene-
trate the child 'f? vagina with his penis immediately, 
and that he did a direct overt act towards committing that 
offense pursuant to that intent, it is the sworn duty of the 
jury to find him not guilty of attempted rape; no matter how 
indecent the jury may regard his conduct to have been.'' 
Which said 'instruction was granted by the Court. 
THEREUPON the clef endant offered his Instruction N um-
ber 3, as follows : 
'' The Court instructs the jury that although they may 
acquit the defendant, John Henry l\foCann, of attempted rape, 
they may convict him of assault, if they believe from the 
evidence that the evidence proves an assault.'' 
Which said instruction was granted by the Court. 
THEREUPON the defendant offered his Instruction Num-
ber 4, as follows : 
"The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from 
the evidence that the defendant was not guilty of an at-
tempt to rape, but was only guilty of assault it is the duty 
of the jury to find him guilty of assa~lt. even if they deem 
the punishment too small.'' 
page 84 ~ Which said instruction was granted by the 
Court. 
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THEREUPON the Court of its own otion ,gave the jury 
the :following instructions : 
'' 3. The Court further instructs the Jury if they find the 
accused guilty of an attempt rape, as I charged in the in-
dictment, they should fix his punishment at death, or by con-
finement in the Penitentiary for life, 1· for any time not 
less than three years.'' 
'' 4. The Court further instructs th jury, that if they 
believe the evidence has failed to prove eyond a reasonable 
doubt that the accused is guilty of an attempt to rape, as 
charged in the indictment, but that there lwas only an assault, 
without the intent to commit rape, then ~hey should find the 
accused guilty of assault, and fix his punilshment by a fine not 
exceeding $500.00, or confinement in jail tot exceeding twelve 
months, either or both.'' 
THEREUPON the A .. ssistant Commdnwealth 's Attorney 
made the opening argument to the jury rnd began his argu-
ment in the following words: I 
May it please the Court and you gent~emen of the jury-
Gentlemen, I am not going tq impose upon your 
page 85 ~ time, or either on your patience, by showing you 
a mental picture of your own ~aughters or grand-
daughters in the place of this little child, Jean vValker. '' 
I 
"WHEREUPON counsel for the defendr1 nt asked for a mis-
trial. 
The Court: I think the language is ~ry ill-chosen and I 
want to instruct you gentlemen to disre rd that absolutely; 
and I am going to as~ the Sergeant to p II the jury and see 
if they will disregard that and decide th case as if that re-
mark had not been made. 
WHEREUPON the jury was polled nd each juror an- _ 
swered that he would so disregard it. 
Mr. Martin: We save the point in not eing gtanted a mis-
trial, on the ground that it is incurable. 
After all the argument had been pres ted to the jury by 
counsel for both the Commonwealth and the Defendant, the 
Court addressed the jury as follows : 
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-_ Gentlemen, I want to instruct you further. The attorney 
for the defendant objects to the remark of the As-
page 86 ~ sistant Commonwealth's Attorney a~ he began his 
argument to you. If his remark can be construed 
as asking you to make a personal application in this case I 
want to tell you not to do it. The in_structions wh~ch the 
c9urt has given you embody the law. The court instructs the 
jury that it is the duty of the jury to weigh the evidence in 
this case cautiously and without prejudice or passion. lf you 
are to give the evidence in this case a personal application 
then you could not carry out the instruction as given to you. 
But instead of giving it- a personal construction you must 
view it absolufely impersonally. You are trying the case 
of the Conimonwealth agq,inst John Henry Mc Cann for an 
attempted rape on Jean Walker. If possible, you should re-
gard the evidence as a charge of ''A'' of an attempted rape 
on "B", so far r.emoved should your consideration be from 
any personal feeling. You are sworn to try this case with-
. out prejudice and without passion, and, notwithstanding what 
the Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney says to you-which . 
I am sure was inadvertent-I want to say to you not to do 
as he suggested-perhaps suggested-in his remarks, but de-
cide this case absolutely on an impersonal basis. 
page 87 ~ l\{r. Martin: I wish to renew my motion after 
You"r Honor has made the statement, and respect-
fully submit that it does not cure it-that it is incurable, 
and that it tends to emphasize it. 
The Court : Overruled. 
Mr. Martin: And we save the point. 
After the jury had retired from the courtroom and had 
considered the evidence for some time, they returned to the 
courtroom and asked the following question: 
Your Honor, we want to ask if a verdict should be brought 
in for life imprisonment, could we put a clause in there 
that no pardon be giYen t 
The Court: No; that will not be a part of your verdict. 
You either find him guilty or not guilty and fix the punish-
ment as, you choose. Of course you ean make any recommen-
dation that you might desire, but it will not be a part of 
the verdict and will not be recorded as such. 
By a Juror: But we still could make that recommenda-
tion? 
i 
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The Court: You still couili make that recom-
page 88 }- mendation, but it will not be la part of your ver-
dict. Write your verdict fir1t, and then, if you 
desire as a jury to make any recomme~dation, that will go 
along with the papers as a part of you~· action, but it will 
not be recorded as a part of the· verdic • . 
page 89 ~ And the jury rendered a v rdict of guilty, and 
fixed the punishment at death; and the defendant 
moved the Court in arrest of judgment, nd to set aside. the 
verdict and grant a new trial on the gro ds that the verdict 
was contrary to the law and the evidenc , and for errors of 
law on the trial of the case, and because ti indictment was in- . 
valid (1111,d because the inditJtment was i valid, and because 
the defendant had not had a fair trial, an~ecause the punish-
ment was excessive. And thereafter the ourt overruled the 
motion in arrest of judgment, and overru d the motion to set 
aside the verdict, to each of which ruljin. gs the defendant 
duly excepted. ! , . · 
.And the defendant presented this, hitbill of exceptions 
No. 1, on the 13th day of May, 1939, aft r it duly appeared 
in writin.g that tl;te Commonwealth of Vir inia had b. een given. 
proper notice of the time and place of p esenting the same; 
and this bill of exceptions was signed a1 made part of the 
record the 13th day of May, 1939, and fr1rthwith lodged and 
filed with the Clerk of this Court. 
JAM S U. GOODE, 
· Judge of the Corporatiof Court of the City 
of Norfolk, No. 2. I . 
page 90 r BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NU 1:BER TWO. 
Virginia: 
· In the Corporation Court of the City f Norfolk, No. 2. 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
v. 
John Henry McCann. 
Be It Remembered, that on the trial f this case, during 
the taking of the evidence, as set forth i bill of exceptions, 
No. 1, to which reference is made as if ully copied herein, 
and during the taking of the testimony f the witness Mrs. 
Dorothy Walker, called on behalf of the ommonwealth, the 
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defendant by counsel duly objected and excepted to that part 
of her evidence as shown by the following transcript, to-wit: 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. Mrs. Walker, you said, I believe, it was 6 :30 when your 
little daughter reported something to you Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I will ask you to tell the jury what she reported. 
Mr. Martin: I submit that's hearsay. 
The Court: What was the question f Repeat the question. 
Mr. Arnold: I asked her to tell the jury what complaint 
her little child made to her. 
The Court ( addressing the witness) : You can testify that 
a complaint was made, but the particula1:s of the complaint 
cannot be proved. You can testify that your child, if in fact 
it did, made a complaint, but the particulars of that complaint 
cannot be related. ' 
page 91 ~ Mr. Amold: Your Honor rules she can't say 
she complained of what f 
The Court: She can't repeat the language. 
Mr. Arnold: But that she complained- . 
The Court: In general terms she can say the complaint 
was made. The language which the court used in that the 
particulars of the complaint cannot be related. 
Mr. Martin: And I am saving the point on any report 
made, may it please the Court. 
By Mr. Arnold: 
Q. Mrs. Walker, I d9n 't want you to say what your little 
child said to you. I do want you to tell just what she com-
plained of happening, if anything happened to her. 
A. Well, when I saw her it was fifteen minutes after it hap-
pened. 
Q. What was her physical condition? 
A. Nervous and awfully upset; and she told me just what 
had happened to her. 
Q. What did she say had happened to her? Had some-
body taken something mvay from her, or done something to 
her? 
A. Well, she said this colored ma.n had taken her in a 
house, and what he had tried to do she told me. 
Mr. Martin: We object to any more than that. 
The Court: That's all. 
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Mr. Arnold: Witness w~tji you. 
page 92 ~ Mr. Martin : No questions~ 
And the defendant presented this, his ~ill of exceptions No. 
2, on the 13th day of May, 1939, after it duly appeared in 
writing that the Commonwealth of Vir "nia had been given 
proper notice of the time and place of resenting the same; 
and this bill of exceptions was signed ajnd made part of the 
record the 13th day of May, 1939, and forthwith lodged and 
filed with the Clerk of this Court. · 
JAMlES U. GOODE, 
Judge of the Corporat1Jon Court of the City 
of Norfolk, No. 2. 
BILL OF EXCEPTION NUMBER THREE. 
Virginia : I . 
In the Corporation Court of the City I of Norfolk, No. 2. 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
v. 
John Henry l\foCann. 
I 
Be It Remembered, that on the tria1 of .this case, after 
the introduction of the evidence and gilving of instructions, 
as set forth in bill of exceptions, No. 1J which is hereby re-
f erred to as if fully copied herein, the official Assistant Com-
monwealth's Attorney in the commencement of his opening 
argument to the jury, said: I 
"May it please the Court and you ge ltlemen of the jury-
Gentlemen, I am not going to impose upo your time, or either 
on your patience, by showing you a m tal picture of your 
own daughters or granddaughters in tl place of this little 
child, Jean Walker. 
"WHEREUPON counsel .for the de endant asked for a 
mistrial. · 
page 93 ~ "The Court: I think the anguage is very ill-
chosen and I want to instru t you gentlemen to 
disregard that absolutely; and I am g ing to ask the Ser-
geant to poll the jury and see if they will disregard that 
and decide the case as if that remark ha not been made. 
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'' Whereupon the jury was polled and each juror answered 
that he would so disregard it. 
''Mr. Martin: vVe save the point in not being granted 
a mistrial, on the grou~.d that it is incurable. ~ 
'' After all the argument had been presented to the jury 
by counsel for both the Commonwealth and the defendant, the 
Court addressed the jury as follows : 
.''Gentlemen, I want to instruct you further. The Attorney 
for the defendant objects to the remark of the Assistant Com-
monwealth's Attorney as he began his argument to you. If his ~ 
remark can be construed as asking· you to make a personal 
application in this case I want to tell you not to do it. The 
instructions which the court has given you embody the law. 
The court instructs the jury that it is the duty of the jury to 
weigh the evidence in this case cautiously and without preju-
dice or passion. If you are to give the evidence in this case 
a personal application then you could not carry out the in-
1 struction as given to you. But instead of giving it a personal 
construction you must vfow it absolutely impersonally. You 
are trying the case of the Commonwealth against John Henry 
McCann for an attempted rape on Jean vValker. If possible, 
you should regard the evidence as a charge of" A" 
page 94 r of an attempted rape on "B ", so far removed 
should your consideration be from any personal 
feeling. You are sworn to try this case without prejudice 
and without passion, and, notwithstanding what the Assistant 
Commonwealth's Attorney says to you-which I am sure was 
inadvertent-I want to say to you not to do as he_suggested-
perhaps suggested-in his remarks, but decide this case ab-
solutely on an impersonal basis. 
''Mr. Martin : I wish to renew my motion after Your 
Honor has made the statement, and respectfully s.ubmit that it 
does 'not cure it-that it is incurable, and that it tends. to 
emphasize it. 
'' The Court: Overruled. 
'' Mr. Martin: And we save the point.'' 
And the defendant presented this, his bill of ~xceptions, 
No. 3, on the l?th da.y of May, 1939, after it duly appeared 
in writing that thEf Commonwealth of Virginia had been given 
proper notice of the time and place of presenting the same ; 
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record this 13th day of May, 1939, and orthwith lodged and 
:filed with the Clerk of this Court. . 
JAMlTIS U. GOODE, . 
Judge of the Corporaf n Court of the City 
of Norfolk, No. 2. . · · 
page 95 } BILL OF EXCEPTION NU 
Virginia: 
In the Corporation Court of the City of Norfolk., ~o. 2. 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
'l). 
John Henry McCann. 
BE IT REMEMBERED, that after e verdict was ren .. 
dered in this case on a motion to set a ide the verdict, to ... 
wit: on the 25th day of March, 1939, th!e defendant, as one 
ground for setting aside the verdict, $.led an affidavit as 
follows, to-wit: 
"Virginia: 




J olm Henry McCann. 
I 
I, John Henry J\foCann, make oath, tha , on my trial in said 
Court on March 15, 1939, while the jurors were being selected, 
and till after the jury was sworn and the pectators excluded, 
there were present in Court, inside th bar, within clear 
view of the jurors, about three, four or ve little white girls 
of the apparent ages of from five to ten ears old, in the ap-
parent custody of white· ladies, but wh ch white girls and 
ladies did not testify in the case. And believe, and aver, 
that some of these white girls or ladies eturned into Court 
and heard the argument of, counsel~ -
At the time of said trial, there were, nd are, four more 
charges of attempted rape on little white ·r1s pending against 
me, who am a negro man, and aid trial was on the 
page 96 ~ charge -of attempted rape on a 'little white girl. 
"The unusual presence of o many little white, 
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girls m Court with their lady attendants was very notice-
able. 
'' There had been much newspaper publicity in Norfolk City 
before my trial as to my alleged attempted rape on five little 
white girls on different occasions. I believe, and aver, that 
these other little white girls, who had no connection with my 
said trial, nor with any trial on the same day, were brought 
to Court on the day of my trial by direction of someone con- . 
nected with my prosecution. 
"I believe, and aver, that the presence of these little white 
girls and the ladies with them, had a detrimental effect upon 
my case, tended to prejudice the jurors against me, and tended 
to prevent my getting a fair triaL All the jurors, and all the 
venirc were white men. · 
JOHN HENRY McCANN .. 
"Subscribed and sworn to before me in my City of Nor-
folk, Virginia, this 23rd day of March, 1939. 
VIRGINIA. P. MISTER, 
N ot~ry Public. 
And thereafter the Commonwealth filed the following affi-
davit, to-wit;, · 
'' Virginia : 




John Henry McCann. 
'' This day personally appeared before me, W. L. Prieur, 
Jr., Clerk of the Corporation Court in and for the City of 
Norfolk, State of Virginia, John M. Arnold, who 
page 97 ~ being; by me, first duly sworn deposes and says: 
"That he was present at all times during the trial of John 
Henry McCann, charged with attempted rape upon Jean 
Walker and is thoroughly familiar with all the surrounding 
circumstances and details. 
'' There were three girls, children, and their mothers in 
the Courtroom. They were not brought there by persons 
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interested in the prosecution as suggestecjl in tl1e defendant's 
affidavit. The children and mothers were material witnesses 
who were recognized on Grand Jury day 1·or their appearance 
in Court, as witnesses on the trial day. They, when Court 
opened, were seated inside of a railin across the court-
room in the front row of chairs commonl~ used by veniremen, 
witnesses, spectators and members of tle bar. They were 
all excluded along with all the witnesses ilthe case, on motion 
of defense counsel, and remained out of the Courtroom 
throughout the trial, except the little g· ·l, prosecuting wit-
ness, and her mother, who came in to testify when called. 
None of the other ladies or children, itlcluding the second 
little girl who was present when the act wlas committed there-
by being an eyewitness were called. Atjno time did any of 
them conduct themselves in any manner alculated to attract 
attention, and if they returned to the co rtroom, when spec-
tators, who had been excluded by order of court, were ad-
mitted during· the argument by counsel, ~t certainly was not 
noticeable, I do not recall that they didland the defendant 
in his affidavit only claims so by way of. belief or averment. 
"It is true that other charges of a s~milar nature are 
pending against the accused but such f ct was no part of 
this trial. 
"Newspaper articles referrep- to in the affidavit, 
page 98 ~ were noth!ng more than ordin~ry news articles, in 
fact nothing pertaining to th;s case or trial re-
f erred to in the affidavit justjfied or cau.<,ed counsel for ac-
cused to bring same to the attention of thb Court. 
JNp. M. ARNOLD. 
Subscribed and sworn to before nie th· s 1st day. of April, 
1.939. 
The Court has no knowledge of the ci cumstances set out 
in the affidavit of J:olm Henry McCann, t e accused, and the 
counter affidavit of Mr. John M. Amol , the .Attorney for 
the Commonwealth. 
If there were children in the Courtroo while the prelimi-
naries of the trial were being conducte the fact was not 
brought to the attention of the Court, n 1·equest that they 
leave was made and no exception to their presence was taken 
· by the accused. 
All spectators were excluded from the Courtroom during 
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tlie taking of testimony. · After the testimony had been con.;. 
eluded and during the argument of counsel a few of the per-
sons who had been previously excluded retur~ed to the Court-
room, but the Court has no knowledge whetlier the children 
ref erred to were among those or not; and on his motion for 
a new trial, is one ground the ref ore, the defendant claimed 
for the first time that these children and their mothers were 
detrimental to him and prevented him from having a fair 
. trial, but the Court overruled this motion · and the 
page 99 ~ defendant duly excepted. . 
And the defendant presented this, his bill of ex-
ceptio;ns, No. 4, on the 13th day of May, 1939, to the action 
of the Court in refusing to grant to the accused a new trial 
based on foregoing affidavits, after it duly appeared in writ-
ing that the Commonwealth of Virginia had been given proper 
notice of the time and place of presenting same, and this 
bill of exceptions was signed and made part of the record. 
on the 13th day of May, 1939, and forthwith lodged and 
filed with the Clerk of this Court. · 
JAMES TJ. GOODE, 
Judge of the Corporation Court of the City 
of Norfolk, No. 2·. 
BILL OF EXCEPTION NUMBER FIVE. 
Virginia: 
In the Corporation Court of the City of Norfolk, Number 
Two. 
Commonwealth of Virginia 
v. 
John He,nry McCann. 
BE IT REMEMBERED that on the trial of this case be-
fore the jury was sworn, the defendant moved to quash the 
indictment on the ground that it was void on its face in that 
it was so mutilated and apparently altered as to be invalid, 
which motion the Court overruled, and the defendant duly 
excepted to each action of the Court, and the Court orders 
that the original indictment in this case may be takell' to 
the Supreme Court of Appeals of .Virginia for inspection, 
by that Court. And the defendant presented this, . 
page 100 ~ his bill of exceptions· Number 5, May 13th, 1939, 
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thisl case, May 13th, 1939, and forth"ith Eed and lodged with 
the Clerk of this Court after it duly app ared in writing that 
the Commonwealth of Virginia had be n given due notice 
of the time and place of presenting the sa e. . 
JAM1S U. GOODE, 
Judge of the Corporatifn Court of the City 
_ of Norfolk, Numbel Two. 
The Indictment referred to in the for going bill o~ excep-
tions is under separate cover. · 
page 101 ~ Virginia : -
In the Clerk's Office of the Corporatio Court of the City 
of Norfolk, Number Two. 
I, W. L. Prieur, Jr., Clerk of the afore aid Court, do here-
by certify that the foregoing and anne 1 ed is a true tran-
script of the record in the case of Commo ,vealth of Virginia, 
Plaintiff, v. John Henry McCann, Defen ant, lately pending 
in the aforesaid Court. 
I further certify that the said transc ·ipt was not made 
up and completed until the Attorney for the Commonwealth 
had had due notice of the making of the ame and the inten-
tion of the said Defendant to take an peal therein. 
Given under my hand this 17th day of ay, 1939. 
I . 
Fee for this record: $ 
W. L. PRiUR, JR., Clerk. 
A Copy-Teste : 
:M:. • WATTS, C. C. 
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